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From the editor...

Underwriters

Desert Plants will have its own website by January 2003.
The website will provide information about the journal,
subscription forms and forms for ordering back issues. A
listing by contents of each journal, an author index, and a
taxonomic index will be on the website. The taxonomic
index is a work in progress and will be updated asnecessary.
The website will be updated twice a year, after each issue is
published. More details will be forthcoming once the website
is completed.

The current number of subscribers is low (under 1000) and
conversely, the number of manuscripts being submitted is
very high. In my nearly ten years as editor, I have never had
so many excellent manuscripts at one time, allowing me to

plan issues well in advance. The increased exposure
provided by the website will hopefully result in an increased

number of subscribers. Renewal forms are included with
this issue, please remember to return yours. As always, I
wish to extend my sincere thanks to the loyal subscribers,

supporters and underwriters who make Desert Plants
possible.

The Boyce Thompson Southwestern Arboretum at Superior,
Arizona is cooperatively managed by the Arizona State Parks
Board, the Boyce Thompson Southwestern Arboretum Inc.,
and The University of Arizona.
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Abstract
Cajon Bonito is a perennial stream that drains the western
watershed of the Sierra San Luis, Sonora, Mexico. The Sierra

San Luis is one of dozens of mountain ranges that are
referred to as "sky islands" in a region called the Madrean
Archipelago. This landscape exhibits an enormous array of
habitats and environments that has made it one of the "mega biodiverse regions" of the planet. I discuss the unique setting
and qualities that make Cajon Bonito one of the most crucial

and robust corridors in this sky island archipelago. The
information and data that support this conclusion were
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broad sycamores. Above all of this peek the dark, green
ridges of the Sierra San Luis some fifteen miles east. They
hint at cooler, drier pine -shaded groves. Down here in the
bug -saturated heat, I stand in the water that fell from the
skies to those distant slopes - this past winter, the previous?
I don't know.
I am trekking deep in this spectacular, twisting canyon whose
alternating characters are dark -shaded maple groves across

from sun -baked slopes of grasses and cacti. Down here,
through the canyon flow heat, water, humidity, rock rubble
and sands, and the organic matter shed from the lush plant
growth. All of it eventually moves beyond this sinuous

canyon through the faulted and fractured Sierra Los
Embudos and into the broad San Bernardino Valley beyond.

My attention is drawn back from those remote pine slopes
to the east, back to within the Cajon's red, white and ochre

walls. Through it flows the clear, cool blood of this
ecosystem. I step out of the flowing water and move up on
the bank to collect yet another new plant species and add it

to my growing list, Parthenocissus vitacea, Virginia
Creeper. It has erupted from the dark terrace soils and now
clambers enthusiastically over an ancient Netleaf Hackberry.

Last month my inventories did not give me a hint of this
species' existence anywhere within the study area, though I
would have expected it. Now with the magic available to a
rapidly recovering riparian system, it proves it was there all
along, just like so many other shrubs I have spotted sprouting
from the previously barren substrate in the past few days.

These were missed in my "exhaustive" inventories of the
previous months.
Cajon Bonito is full of surprises for everyone. After all, it is

gathered using a unique set of protocols and field only recently that any studies have been conducted here.
methodologies referred to as Rapid Inventory and Nine species of native fishes have been found in Cajon
Assessment (RAP). I have modified a plant species inventory

field method, the variable transect, that was developed for
use in the tropics, and I have applied it in the habitats of the
Southwest. I have also streamlined the method so that it can
be used by a single observer instead of a team. Use of this
method in the Cajon Bonito watershed provided me with a
quick source of raw, multi - dimensional sampling data. It
also provided a wealth of non -quantitative environmental
information that reveals the study site's rich natural history.

Introduction: Terra Incognita
Field Journal Entry: May 15, 1999 - I am standing kneedeep in the cool creek, I finally look up after spending
minutes watching five different native fish species gather
in groups or scatter, often jetting back and forth to various
small pools and eddies with over -hanging horsetails. In
either direction, this portion of the canyon is relatively
straight and narrow. Cajon Bonito is hemmed in here by
steep pinkish, rhyolite walls, and above these tower immense
yellow -brown conglomerate hills. Ahead of me where I look
upstream are the linear ranks of enormous cottonwoods and

Bonito, more than any other southwestern stream. There
are no exotics. Despite the infiltration and introduction of

several exotic plant species, there is a welcome and
surprising absence of tamarisk. This is despite the fact that
it is ubiquitous along the Rio Bavispe into which Cajon
Bonito eventually flows. From over -grazed moonscape,
Cajon Bonito has rapidly revegetated itself to a diversity
and lushness rarely paralleled anywhere in the Southwest.
It has done this in just two- and -one -half years of complete
rest from cattle grazing!
My bird surveys produce phenomenal lists that exceed 100

species with each visit, many of which are incredibly
abundant for the six -kilometer stretch of the study area.
Bright crimson Vermilion Flycatchers station themselves
every hundred feet along the stream's edge to sally out after

thick clouds of insects. Wilson's Warblers are even more
abundant. Everywhere and with little letup, from the first
light of dawn until dusk, the cacophony of singing, calling,

fluttering, darting, swooping, and scuttling birds is
overwhelming.
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Each day's trek brings new challenges along this dense and
towering river of green that is tucked snugly between the
cliffs, spires, arches and hoodoos of the Sierra Los Embudos.
I pluck a sample of the vine and jam it into a field guide.
Then I resume my splashing trudge downstream towards
the "grotto." The grotto on river left cannot be seen through
the dense streamside wall of springtime green. You have to

stumble and skip across the gushing waters from moss covered boulders to loose logs. Above tower more gigantic
sycamores. Beneath their crowns, the middle layers are filled

with the lacy branches of Bigtooth Maples, and lower still
there is the dense growth of Poison Ivy. Virgin's Bower
vines drape themselves throughout the understory like green
tinsel. The side drainage's waters splash past neon -green
mosses, huge fallen trunks and rotting limbs which give
tentative purchase to those who seek to enter the most jewellike habitat of the entire canyon.
Above and ahead of the tumbling waters is the grotto. It is
the best example of a hanging garden I have seen so far in
my travels through Cajon Bonito. When I reach the plunge
pool, I'll stand at the base of a fifty -foot waterfall. Near the

bottom, a horizontal crack in the volcanic rock releases
numerous streamlets from beneath a dense curtain of
maidenhair fern, cliffbrake, monkey flowers and desert
honeysuckle. To the right and above, there is a cave from
which another water trickle emerges. Below its opening and
the overhanging cliffs are large piles of free -tail bat guano.
The musty smell mixes confusingly with the rich, sweet scent
of flowering ceanothus.

I'm not going to make it to the plunge pool to restock my
water supply this morning, though. Just as I am about to
cross the main channel to go up the side drainage to the
grotto, I hear shuffling and scratching sounds from high in
a sycamore tree near the confluence. I look up expecting to
see a coati. Instead I see a shape that is three times as big
resolve itself. Creeping down the sycamore trunk, its tawny
tail bristling and ears laid back, is a large, healthy -looking,
muscular mountain lion. I have obviously disturbed it, and
it lithely drops out of sight below the dense shrub understory.
I back off immediately, and resume my trek back down the

Cajon, bushwhacking rapidly while scanning the ground
for some tool or weapon that might grant me a little sense
of Ice Age security. I find a solid eight -foot sycamore rod
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loud, spitting, "chiff- chiff' and snapping sticks startle me
as three Coue's White -tailed Deer bound away into the
relative safety of the hills. Overhead, a pair of Common
Black -Hawks wail their annoyance at my intrusion. This is

the third pair I have encountered this morning. A few
minutes later dozens of Gambel's Quail explode from
beneath the dense green understory of shrubs next to me.
There are more interesting creatures here in this lush miles long river of green and up among the enclosing hills. Cajon
Bonito is a verdant magnet and highway for animals coming
and going across the vast archipelago of sky islands that lay

like scattered stepping- stones between the tropically inclined Sierra Madre Occidental to the south and the boreal -

flavored Rocky Mountains to the north. These two
cordilleras are like continents, and the isolated mountains
between are the disjunct colonies their biota escape into to
thrive, survive, move on or die. Reliable reporters have
sighted wolves near Cajon Bonito and another sky island to
the south. Cajon Bonito and the Sierra San Luis hosted some

of the last populations of timber wolves and grizzly bears
in the Southwest until a few decades ago. The infrequent
sightings of jaguars and thick -billed parrots in the border
regions of the United States mean that these creatures use
this rugged range and the lush canyon below as a means of
access, even now.
These are the reasons I am drawn back again and again to
Cajon Bonito. It is so close to the U.S.- Mexico border, but
it has remained in both nations' blind spots. It has seen very
little scientific study. Despite the recent burgeoning of urban
growth along the border brought on by the NAFTA treaty,

much of northern Sonora and particularly this extreme
northern apex of the Sierra Madre are still considered
Mexico's wild frontier. Biogeographer Dave Brown of
Arizona State University reconnoitered a high mesa only a
few miles south of my present study site and found indicators

that much of the land was as pristine as when the first
Europeans entered the area. He collected plant species with
tropical affinities at 7,000 feet elevation that could not have
survived any grazing at all. The utter lack of fire suppression
in the region provides an incontrovertible template against
which fire ecologists might reliably test their paradigms.

I chose the Cajon Bonito watershed for study because I am

and resume my brisk pace. If I stop, I can clearly hear stream

convinced that it is the most important corridor in the

water being splashed, twigs snapped and dry weeds being
brushed aside.

Madrean Archipelago, and it is one of the most important

This unofficially declared chase continues for more than

two hundred meters when I sense I am no longer an
immediate object of curiosity. New rustlings came from
ahead. Approximately fifteen javelinas are heading back
upstream towards the grotto. Perhaps they will be fourteen
before the day is over. I relax a little and push through the
dense baccharis, willow and cottonwood seedlings as I
continue across the stream to the next large terrace. Then a

in the Southwest. So far it has been a natural history
adventure which has afforded me an experience that comes
rarely to a naturalist these days - the opportunity to study

an unknown, beautiful and significant place. This report
details some of the evidence I have gathered and how I
gathered it to support my hypothesis that Cajon Bonito's
most significant role is as a corridor for biotic interchange
in a region of mega -biodiversity. Here the values are not
endemism and rarity, but the Cajon's cosmopolitan nature.
Meanwhile, somewhere in this landscape, my "instincts"
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West side of Sierra San Luis and Cajon Bonito ridges, NE
Sonora, Mexico. (Walt Anderson)

Hills near El Pinito, west side of Sierra San Luis, Sonora
Mexico. (Walt Anderson)

Pinyons, oaks and junipers, Sierra San Luis, Sonora,
Mexico. (Walt Anderson)

Snow on Sierra San Luis shows fire scars, Sierra San Luis,
Sonora, Mexico. (Walt Anderson)
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tell me that "El Tigre," the spotted jaguar, saunters among
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the trees and grasses on its way north to the Peloncillo

that includes the Sonoran and Chihuahuan Deserts, the more
boreal and Canadian flavors of the highest -elevation plant

Mountains and the United States.

communities wink out quickly as we approach the

Cajon Bonito and the Sierra San Luis

justified. Certainly the Sierra San Luis and other highlands

Cajon Bonito drains a rugged series of mountains, uplands
and mesas immediately to the west of the continental divide
in the far northeastern corner of Sonora, Mexico. In this

that contribute species to Cajon Bonito are primarily

international border. Therefore, the designation seems

region that includes southeastern Arizona and far

Madrean. They are in fact, in combination with the adjacent
Animas Range, the northeasternernmost extent of that region
both physiographically and floristically.

southwestern New Mexico, the Western Cordillera pinches
narrowly from the south and from the north. In between is a
series of scattered fault -block mountains isolated from one

Cajon Bonito and the Sierra San Luis share much of the

another by broad valleys. The Cajon Bonito watershed is

sky islands such as the Chiricahua Mountains, the

enclosed by a clustered group of these topographic "islands,"

Huachucas, the Santa Catalinas, and the Sierra de Los Ajos.

same habitat and biotic richness of many of the better -known

which are outliers of the Sierra Madre Occidental at its All provide haven for relicts, refugia and evolutionary/
northern apex. Above the canyon, to the east and northeast, biogeographic experimentation. The Sierra San Luis and
the Animas Valley forms a broad, grassy plain that leads to
the Sierra San Luis' northern neighbor, the Animas Range.

North of Cajon Bonito, the Guadalupe Mountains rise in
broken pieces to the larger Peloncillo Mountains. These
northern neighbors are the southern outliers of the Rocky
Mountains. The rugged, steep Sierra San Luis to the east
tower above the watershed.

Cajon Bonito, though, are centered in the most
heterogeneous and geographically strategic position within

the Madrean Archipelago. My assessment of this value
matches those of other naturalists who have visited the area,
but it is still largely a qualitative assessment. (Part 2 of this
report, to be published at a later date, details my efforts to
gather data and field observations that might support these
biogeographic assertions.)

This picturesque landscape is part of the Sky Islands Region.

I will refer to it often by its newest name, the "Madrean
Archipelago" (DeBano et al. 1994). Indeed these scattered
mountains resemble a vast island group in a "desert sea."
The Sonoran and Chihuahuan Deserts contribute to an

Purpose of the Study
For several years, I have studied the ecology and natural
history of sky islands. I deliberately sought out Mexican
sky islands for my graduate fieldwork in Field Natural

environmental ocean that isolates upland and montane biota
in the cooler, moister heights of these discrete mountains.
Canyons and long drainages play roles similar to the oceanic
currents by providing habitat and corridors for dispersal to
and among these mountain islands. The equable conditions
that maintain the forests and woodlands that host non -desert
flora and fauna have repeatedly expanded downslope into
the land occupied by shrinking deserts during the numerous

History, since little study has been done throughout this half
of the Madrean Archipelagic continuum (Felger and Wilson
1995). Most books and studies of the sky islands stop at the

glacio -pluvials of the current Ice Age (Betancourt et al.
1990). These expansions have reduced the environmental/

The emphases of my studies thus far have been on landscape

ecological separations between the sky islands. Riverine and
wetland corridors sometimes provided direct conduits that

facilitated biotic interchange. Thus montane and upland

geomorphology, and these factors' impacts upon plant and
bird diversities and abundances. Because of the unavoidable
timing of my field studies, fall, winter and early spring, I

populations of flora and fauna were often genetically
refreshed, altered or reintroduced. In this manner, they

limited my floral sampling to trees, shrubs, succulents,
woody vines and epiphytes. Despite this shortcut, I was

functioned like an oceanic archipelago. Ultimately these
"stepping- stone" mountains allowed for new colonizations
from the biotic "continents" of the Sierra Madre and the

handicapped by the necessity of identifying and inventorying
these plant classes in their more cryptic winter conditions.
This meant that nearly half of the species would be leafless.

Mexican border, so the southern half of the Sky Islands
region is largely neglected. For a naturalist, places like Cajon

Bonito and the Sierra San Luis offer the two most enticing
features of field natural history: exploration and description.

and habitat heterogeneity, hydrology and stream

Rockies.

It is as much an influence of culture perhaps as the actual
extant species lists of these sky islands that has led them to
be called the "Madrean Archipelago." To U.S. scientists
with a more northerly bent, the distinctions have been made
according to the increasing occurrences of Madrean species.
Would these sky island communities still be referred to as
"Madrean" had the push for discovery and analysis come
from the universities of Mexico? Put into a regional context

In order to cover as much ground and as many habitats as
possible, I chose to modify a field study format employed
by the Rapid Inventory and Assessment Program [RAP]

used by Conservation International [CI] in Neotropical
forests (Conservation International 1997). I not only

modified their protocols, but I experimented with
modifications of one of their plant sampling field methods,
the "variable transect" (Robin Foster, pers. comm. 1995).
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(These modifications and applications are discussed in the
upcoming Part 2, the Field Methods portion of this report.)

comprehensively. His descriptions emphasized trees, shrubs
and the more abundant or unique examples of herbaceous
species. Little if anything was mentioned of specific grass

Prior Explorations and Studies
Although Spanish colonists and missionaries conducted

species. His descriptions of Stations 17 through 24 were
thorough enough, however, to serve as valuable references
for my study site. These stations were located in the Animas
Valley, both sides of the Sierra San Luis, and within and
near Cajon Bonito. Stations 17,18,19 and 20 were combined
into a single plant species list. He gives a few details about
the occurrences of well -represented taxonomic groups. He
compares some details of the flora of the Sierra San Luis
with that of the Animas Range, which is immediately north
of the border in New Mexico. Of particular interest are his
astute descriptions and illustrations of montane and highland

general explorations in the nearby region in the 16th century,

the first recorded naturalist explorations are found in the
cryptic notes of Bartlett's journal during the boundary survey
of 1848. Stephen White (1948), who conducted a botanical
study in an adjacent region, determined that the plant species

lists included in this earliest work must have come from
Guadalupe Canyon, which is approximately ten to fifteen
kilometers northwest of my study site in Cajon Bonito.
(Apparently Bartlett and the botanists did not accurately
record locations of collections).

tree species stringers extending far out into the Animas
Valley by means of drainages.

The first studies within the Sierra San Luis and Cajon Bonito

were conducted by the U.S. Army during the Boundary Stations 21 -24 refer directly to my study sites in and around
Survey of 1892 -93. That rather large group included Rancho Los Ojos, as well as Guadalupe Canyon 10 -15
numerous scientists and naturalists under the leadership of kilometers to the northwest. Gaillard includes only a short
Edgar Mearns. As the survey party moved west out of Texas
to set up boundary markers, the naturalists would travel far
and wide conducting exploratory "transects of opportunity."

narrative list of the most common plants for the Cajon Bonito
stations. For Station 24, Guadalupe Canyon, he does provide
a more organized and comprehensive list of species, and he

These included much plant and large animal collecting.
Mearns authored a 1907 report that included a detailed

also discusses the community structure. Otherwise all of
the community structure and composition descriptions are

discussion of the general natural history of the borderlands
by Lieutenant David Gaillard. The depth and thoroughness
of the studies conducted at any given site were limited by
the time allocated for the remainder of the military party to
survey a nearby section of the border and erect monuments.

superficial or abbreviated. As mentioned earlier, the

Although Mearns and his assistants explored rather
haphazardly across either side of the border, they made

numerous return trips to various stations. They were
especially drawn to those in the Sierra San Luis and Cajon
Bonito. They remarked upon the abundant wildlife and the
great natural beauty of this area.

naturalists affiliated with Edgar Mearns made many plant
collections at each station and in surrounding areas, but the
duration of their stays was determined by the agenda of the
survey project. Sometimes naturalists were left behind for
longer periods of study and collection, but this activity was
often constrained, particularly in the Sierra San Luis and

Cajon Bonito. The "presence at this time of numerous
Sonoran grizzly bears and of the `Kid' and his band of
renegade apache Indians... "added danger to this and
subsequent trips into this still relatively wild region.

It is in this report, and particularly in the remarks of

Stephen S. White collected plants in 1938 -39 along the great

Lieutenant Gaillard, that the region is first referred to as

Bonito. He accurately reviewed the bimodal climate of the

northern bend of the Rio Bavispe, the Sierra El Tigre, and
adjacent areas to the south and west of the Cajon Bonito
watershed. His flora, along with the station descriptions of
Lieutenant Gaillard, can be used to put together a "search
image" for many plant species. They can also be used in
conjunction with floras and guides for adjacent areas to help
confirm the likelihood of finding a particular species in
Cajon Bonito. Until my studies in middle Cajon Bonito, I
know of no other systematic inventories of flora for this
area. Any information I can gather is a start on building a
database for both a drainage and mountain chain that play a

Southwest. He was not shy about writing about the

crucial role in the ecological dynamics of the Madrean

environmental degradation brought on by the massive overgrazing of the borderlands, particularly during a brutal years long drought that has since been the subject of innumerable
studies and research.

Archipelago.

"bare, jagged mountains rising out of the plains like islands
from the sea." Besides his surveying duties with the military
contingent of the boundary demarcation expedition, Gaillard
was a very active assistant to Mearn's naturalist explorations.
He neatly summed up the general ecology and geography
of the borderlands. He recognized the horst- graben geologic
structure of the land, commented on the mineral make -ups

of many of the mountains, and discussed the drainage
patterns of the region with several references to Cajon

Though Gaillard reviewed the vegetation at each of the
numbered study stations, he did not do so in depth or

Joe Marshall conducted the first direct study of the Sierra
San Luis and the "upper" Cajon Bonito watershed since the
1893 boundary survey. He focused on the birds of the pine oak woodlands, so his sites were kilometers away from and
up to a thousand meters higher than the Rancho Los Ojos

Desert Plants
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area. Nevertheless, his study provides not only a superb
upper -elevational "bookend" for my modern study, but it
also gives detailed analyses and comparisons with many
other sky islands.
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blocky, tilted range looms above the valley below it to the
west into which Cajon Bonito has carved a box canyon.
From a mountainous perch, the drainage resembles a suture

across the landscape before it dives into the scrambled
blocky hills of the Sierra Los Embudos.

Hendrickson et al. conducted fish surveys beginning in

1980. At that time the researchers judged that the
watercourse was "one of the most intact, low- desert
ecosystems in the American Southwest." Certainly its
dynamics and species banks are among the most robust in
the Southwest. The current fish fauna consists of nine native

and no exotic species. This is more than any other
southwestern stream studied to date. The only other species

lists accumulated that I am aware of presently are bird
observations made by visitors to Rancho Los Ojos -

Cajon Bonito drains the western side of the divide of the
Sierra San Luis as it flows to its northern apex at Rancho
Los Ojos. This divide along the spine of the San Luis marks
the boundary between the states of Sonora and Chihuahua.
At Rancho Los Ojos, the Cajon approaches to within less

than five kilometers of the triple border junction of far
northeastern Sonora, and the extreme southeastern and

southwestern corners of Arizona and New Mexico

"transects of opportunity."

respectively. From this northern end, it partially reverses
course towards the southwest out into the San Bernardino
Valley. There it joins the southerly flowing San Bernardino

Since the 1980s, floral and faunal studies have increased in

River. Together they form the Rio Batepitos, which

northern Sonora and the adjacent U.S. sky islands. Most
recent studies in Cajon Bonito have been little more than
"spot surveys" for specific taxa and habitats. There are no

continues south towards Morelos to join the Rio Bavispe.

current attempts at systematic and comprehensive
inventories and monitorings except for the work I have
conducted and detailed in this paper. There is a growing
interest in the Cajon Bonito watershed among both Mexican

and U.S. researchers and conservation groups since the
current biotic array is stunning even at first glance. Until
funding triggers research from more traditional sources, this

magnificent terra incognita belongs to those with little
means but with the will to improvise.

Geography
A vast wrinkle in the surface of the Earth stretches from
Alaska, through western Canada, then south into the interior
west of the United States. It is the longest tectonic structure
in the world (King 1977). The Southern Rocky Mountains

mark an abrupt topographic interruption of this wrinkle.
Near the boundary between the United States and northern

Mexico, this discontinuation is marked by a series of
smallish to medium -sized mountain masses that are
separated from each other by broad valleys and broken
lowlands. They lie scattered across the region like islands
in an ocean strait. They represent a southern extension of a
tectonic event that sundered the northern portion of this vast

wrinkle from the Sierra Madre Occidental. That huge

mountainous, deeply canyoned plateau marks the
continuation of the giant wrinkle that raises and lowers in a
number of different guises, all the way to Tierra del Fuego
at the southern extreme of South America.

Among these sky islands, the Sierra San Luis are a short
but spectacularly abrupt range that lies at the eastern edge
along Mexico's portion of the continental divide. There are
other ranges to the east, but since we wish to define these
outposts of the sky islands both in terms of topography and
constituent flora and fauna (DeBano et al. 1994), we mark
it as an eastern terminus of the Madrean Archipelago. This

The accumulating waters of more rivers join the Rio Bavispe
in forming the Rio Yaqui, which empties the region's waters
into the Gulf of California.

Mexican Highway 2 is the only major traffic artery to cross
the region. The study site at Rancho Los Ojos is connected
to Highway 2 by a dirt road approximately four kilometers

long. Few roads traverse the region around the study site
because of the steep, tilted hills and deep side canyons and
arroyos. Rising above the study site, as mentioned earlier,
are the mesquite- and grass- covered slopes of the Los
Embudos Mountains. The north -facing steep cliffs and
tumbling slopes of the Los Embudos are clad in relatively
sun -sheltered juniper -oak woodlands.

Moving upstream from Rancho Los Ojos is a dirt road that
crosses Cajon Bonito numerous times without seeming to

affect it adversely. This route was formerly used by
passenger buses as the only interstate access between Sonora
and Chihuahua. At the time of the study, it was used once a

day on average by locals. This fading road connects Los

Ojos to Rancho Nuevo and Rancho la Virgen, and
terminates at Rancho El Pinito where the upper portions of
Cajon Bonito begin. Beyond El Pinito lies Rancho Pan Duro
where the Cajon carves immense canyons into the pine -oak
covered mesas and mountains. Downstream of Los Ojos,
the old bus road is all but obliterated except for a few short

stretches atop the wooded terraces. These traces lead to
Rancho El Diablo, where the old road leaves the Cajon by
way of a side -drainage. Below El Diablo, road traces are
few and faint. The steeper canyon gradient downstream has
returned the Cajon to wildness.
Landscapes
I never tire of the view as I drive east from Agua Prieta and

enter the San Bernardino Valley. Across the basin rises a
steep, deeply incised wall composed of the several named
ranges that stretches many kilometers south to the Rio
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Bavispe. Above that valley broods the Sierra El Tigre,
another terra incognita. Beyond this huge wall to the east
rise the dark, jagged ridgelines of the Sierra San Luis. The
front wall with its many canyons, mesas, ridges and peaks
actually rises towards the south. It also tilts down slightly
to the east until it meets the northerly flowing Cajon Bonito.
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from Idaho to Sonora and Chihuahua in Mexico. This is the
Basin and Range Geomorphotectonic Province (Damon et
al., 1984). Long, linear ranges and rounded, metamorphic
core complexes stretch and twist in long semi -parallel ranks.

The largest portion of this Basin and Range Province lies
northwest of Arizona in the Great Basin. The sky islands

This entire escarpment that I approach along Mexico

region occupies the Southern Basin and Range Sub -

Highway 2 is an enormous block of rock that dropped below

province. In 1882, Clarence Dutton referred to this region
as resembling "an army of caterpillars crawling northward
out of Mexico" (Dutton, 1882). The mountains are separated
by vast valleys or by broken, seemingly disorganized basins,
particularly in northern Sonora. Though there are some
moderate elevation physiographic connections to the Sierra
Huachinera, the Sierra San Luis are separate enough to
qualify as a sky island (DeBano et al., 1994).

the Sierra San Luis and rotated slightly as it slipped. The
San Bernardino Valley was created as that part of the Earth's

crust sank even lower leaving the raw edge of the Cajon

Bonito block exposed to the assaults and workings of
millions of years of weathering.
The Sierra San Luis dominate the Cajon Bonito watershed
as the largest and tallest local mountain chain. The enclosure
of the north- flowing portion of the Cajon is completed in
clockwise order by the following previously mentioned,
forested uplands: the Sierras Espuelas, Cajon Bonito, Pan

Duro, Las Minitas, Los Embudos and the Guadalupe
Mountains. The valley through which the Cajon incises its
path is the southern end of the Animas Valley. Actually
there seem to be two Animas Valleys. Highway 2 crosses a
broad poorly defined divide that separates the much flatter

The Cajon Bonito watershed consists of a ring of mountains,

some of which reach 2500 meters in elevation. Cajon
Bonito's various headwaters exit from the ring of highlands
that enclose the southern limit of the Animas Valley. It then
cuts a relatively straight canyon north toward Rancho Nuevo

near a mapped fault line. At Rancho Nuevo it encounters
another sizable canyon, an "east fork" of Cajon Bonito. The
main stream makes an abrupt turn in a westerly direction,

northern portion from the hilly, more actively eroding probably along an unmapped secondary fault. Here it leaves
southern half. The flat land south of this divide continues
for a few kilometers before the bajadas of the Sierra San
Luis spill into it from the ranges, and the side drainages of
Cajon Bonito chop into the valley leaving only traces of the
former high plain.

behind the dissected edges of the higher valley and carves
its zigzag course through a relatively narrow canyon. The
traces of this large secondary fault that the Cajon has taken
advantage of can be seen from the ground and traced out on
a topographic map. Tha Cajon further twists around "micro blocks" which are just as discernible on a topographic map

Cajon Bonito exits the southerly uplands by means of a deep,
steep -sided barranca. Here several other streams join it in a
chaos of linear or wildly twisting canyons that have cut 100200 meter -deep, vertically walled barrancas into the bajadas.
From these canyons, the Cajon continues north through what

in the same way. It is this last sub -order of faulting/fracturing
that controls the flow of the middle section of Cajon Bonito

appears to be a major fault that cracked the great block
mentioned earlier into two tilted sub -blocks. Both of these

The sheer -sided character of many topographic features
throughout the Southwest and particularly in the Cajon

blocks lean down toward the north; the western one is

Bonito watershed is the result of the peculiar habit of

mountainous, the eastern block is the eroded remains of the

volcanic rocks to fracture vertically (Damon et al., 1984).

southern half of the Animas Valley. As these blocks tilt
down, their softer cap material allows the canyon to widen

This leaves behind enormous cliffs, canyon slopes and

and mellow its shape.

conglomerate (rounded particles) provide other natural
topographic architectures, which compose much of the

Cajon Bonito encounters a new fault that runs perpendicular
to its northerly path a kilometer south of Ranch Nuevo. Here
it meets the tilted micro -blocks of the Sierra Los Embudos.
Also, a well- watered western fork that nearly doubles the
Cajon's flow joins it. It snakes its way in a long zig- zagging
arc northwest to the study area through Rancho Los Ojos.

uplands adjacent to the study area in middle Cajon Bonito.
These fanglomerate- capped mountains have been tilted, and
the further down -faulting of the San Bernardino graben
exposed these cemented sediments to erosion. The results
have been picturesque. Middle Cajon Bonito is towered over
by large buttes, spires of many sizes and shapes, arches,
keyholes and hoodoo structures such as "mushroom rocks."

There it begins to turn, and continues to zigzag southwest
toward the great escarpment, where it escapes and flows
across the San Bernardino Valley.

Topography and Physiography
To the west of the Rocky Mountain portion of the great
Western Cordillera, a vast corrugated landscape stretches

and increases the habitat heterogeneity by at least' a
qualitative order of magnitude.

spires. The deposits of agglomerate (angular particles) and

More igneous rocks made later intrusions into the
conglomerate, and some of this matrix appears to have been
hydrothermally altered. To this day there are still a few hot
springs. It is such habitat heterogeneity on this large scale

that allows the ingress of flora and fauna from so many
biotic geographies.
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Note various shades of green in riparian area, Cajon Bonito,
NE Sonora, Mexico. (Walt Anderson)

Riparian area, Rancho Los Ojos, Cajon Bonito, Sonora,

Bonpland's Willow, Arizona Sycamore, and Equisetum, Cajon
Bonito, NE Sonora, Mexico. (Walt Anderson)

Lush riparian area, Cajon Bonito, NE Sonora, Mexico. (Walt
Anderson)

Mexico. (Walt Anderson)
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Weather and Climate

precipitation. The two rainy seasons in the winter and

For anyone traveling the lone dirt road along Cajon Bonito,
it is considered nearly unforgivable to pass through Rancho

summer are interspersed by normally dry and often windy

Nuevo at the confluence of the two main forks without
visiting Callo in his kitchen. Callo is the emphatically

lowlands of the watershed, but freezing temperatures at night
are frequent. The mountains probably intercept as much as
three times the moisture as the surrounding lowlands and
valleys (Goodrich 1994).

friendly cook for Señor Varela, owner of the ranch. So, on
the way to my first reconnaissance of upper Cajon Bonito,
my guide and I pulled in for the required snack of Combaté
coffee and the finest chorizo in the border region. As my

guide chatted with Callo and translated for me, my
wandering eyes picked out details in the well- stocked, well -

used dark adobe kitchen: heavy iron wood -burning stove,
pantries, hanging pots and pans; I turned backwards on my
seat at the beaten table where I sat.

seasons in the spring and fall. Winters are mild in the

Precipitation occurrence from winter cyclonic fronts is
usually universal and comes in the form of gentle, soaking
light rains. In the mountains, and particularly the Sierra San

Luis, much of the precipitation falls as snow. Winter
precipitation totals in the Southwest decline towards the
south and southeast. Unless cyclonic fronts track on a more

southerly trajectory that allows them to reinforce their
The wall behind me sported shelves with Mexican food

moisture loads from subtropical waters off the coast of Baja

staples, a statue of the Virgin Mary, a calendar with a rather
fetching, bare -breasted lass astride a Harley- Davidson, and
lo! Next to Miss Naked September was a small whiteboard
with dates in the first column and rain totals in inches in the

California, many winter fronts may bring only scattered
clouds and winds. Precipitation is often limited to only the
highest elevations in much of the Madrean Archipelago
including the Sierra San Luis. There are no observations

next. In an area where there has been so little scientific for snow packs and their persistence into spring in the local
accountability, the numerals shone with neon intensity in mountains. During the winter of this study term 1998 -99, a
the spicy gloom. I scribbled the data as Callo launched into La Niña drought was in force and what snow fell did not

a fantastic story about highway robbers on Mexican

produce enduring packs.

Highway 2 just a few miles to the north. I had no idea if I

would ever use the numbers; my reactions to such a
randomly encountered treasure were those of a naturalist
who is sizing up a new land. I still have those numbers in a
field journal before me, but without corroborating data or
comparative measurements from other sites in the Cajon

Bonito watershed, I can only keep them as a curious
scientific bauble.
After geology, the next most important ecological influences
are weather and climate. In relatively arid and sunny regions
like the Cajon Bonito watershed, the value of available soil

moisture and its protection from the abundant insolation
are even more important than any direct interactions among
vegetation, rainfall, and runoff. Evaporation Potential far
outpaces actual moisture input in the Southwest by a factor

of several to one in most habitats (Ahrens 1991).
Exacerbating this potential for water loss are winds,
particularly during the dry seasons. Topographic features

such as northerly slope aspects, higher elevations and
canyons can combine with existing vegetation to mitigate
the effects of evaporation. The Cajon Bonito watershed has

Based upon precipitation records from Arizona and Sonora
for upland sites (Hastings 1964; Sellers and Hill 1974; SPP
1981), total annual rainfall in the Sierra San Luis would be
approximately 25 -35 inches. Similar extrapolations from
these sources would put the yearly rainfall average for the
Cajon Bonito basin area in a range of 10 -15 inches. (This
estimate matches the totals listed on Callo's kitchen wall,
which showed year -to -date precipitation at 13.3 inches as
of October 1St). Year -to -year rainfall consistency is subject
to the episodic nature of an arid climate. With its position
in the eastern portion of the sky islands region, we would
expect that the yearly winter precipitation would be lighter
than many of the sky islands to the west. There are no data

to directly support this hypothesis. Locals claim that
precipitation seems as ample here as anywhere else,
particularly in the mountains. If this is true, then a possible
explanation may be that the broad highlands of the Cajon

Bonito watershed and particularly the Sierra San Luis Animas Mountains axis are the last significant uplands to
intercept storm fronts before they move across the central
New Mexican and northern Chihuahuan lowlands.

a topographic heterogeneity that has produced both
abundance and a great variety of habitats. Many of these
habitats protect soil moisture from direct insolation. This is
unsurprising and has been borne out in other studies (Burnett

The East Pacific High Pressure Center off the west coast of
North America depresses southward during the fall allowing
winter cyclonic fronts to pursue trajectories based upon how

et al. 1997). The resulting diversity in plant life will be
covered later in this paper, but some researchers refer to
this environmental factor as "canyon -ness" (Bennett and

far south the high has positioned itself and the strength of
the weather fronts. As spring progresses, the East Pacific
High drifts north toward the Gulf of Alaska forcing a more

Kunzman 1992).

northerly route for virtually all of the moisture in the passing

Under a "normal" climate regime, Cajon Bonito and the

fronts. The Southwest catches only high, thin clouds and
the pressure gradient winds. Thus temperatures rise until
they reach a summer maximum in late June and early July.

rest of the Madrean Archipelago exist in a region of bimodal

Hunt

The winds along the steadily retreating cyclonic front
trajectories dry out the landscape. Human -caused fires can
wreak havoc throughout the Southwest at this time as timber
and brush dry out and become more volatile. The situation
is repeated after the summer monsoon season, as the East
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Oscillation and chubascos (hurricanes) can input enormous
amounts of rain into a watershed. Such events are often the
cause of so- called "100 -, 200- and 500 -year floods" (Paulson

et al. 1990).

Pacific High begins its drift back southwards to its A review of precipitation records for weather stations in
wintertime position again. Fire dangers are low at this time

Arizona, New Mexico (Sellers and Hill 1974; Andrade and

due to a steady decrease in temperatures and increasing

Sellers 1988) and northern Mexico (Hastings 1964; SPP

humidities.

The summer rainy season, the monsoon, announces itself
far more dramatically than the winter. Towering columns
of boiling white condensation mushroom northward along
the Western Cordillera from the Sierra Madre Occidental.
The intense summer heat of the region lifts a steady influx
of moisture until enough is gathered to produce spectacular
thunderstorms and cloudbursts. At first, storms build up with

little precipitation but plenty of lightning. The Sierra San
Luis and adjacent mountains bear the scars of naturally
caused and naturally unchecked fires. Soon moisture levels
increase enough to permit storms with much heavier rains.
A twelve -hour radar loop tells the same story nearly every
day from the first weeks of July into late September or early
October. Massive cloud covers erupt over the Sierra Madre
followed sequentially by more such storm center eruptions

1980) has revealed anomalous spikes in monthly
precipitation totals, occasionally in annual totals. Unless the
El Niño event produces high snow pack levels (Cayan and
Webb 1992) or the chubasco's landfall is accompanied by

truly unusual amounts of energy and moisture, such as a
Gulf Surge phenomenon, yearly logs might not reveal large
spikes in total rain. The Gulf Surge is caused by moisture
sheared from a passing chubasco near the southern entrance
to the Sea of Cortes and pulled rapidly north into the desert

Southwest and the Madrean Archipelago (Adams 1997).

Monthly records can suggest whether the cause was a
possible El Niño phenomenon, a chubasco following an
unusual track to the north or northeast, or an isolated
cloudburst. A review of the records does hint that Cajon
Bonito is subject to these flood phenomena like any other
drainage in the Southwest. Paleo- hydrological evidence

going back as far as 5,000 years for southern Arizona

in a line from south to north. By late morning rows of anvil headed storms bracket the eastern sky islands in long ranks,

reinforces this characterization (Ely et al. 1993).

and by afternoon similar towering convectional storm
complexes have popped into existence throughout the

Droughts define the arid West and their occurrence is either
seasonal, spring or fall, or tied to other longer -term cycles.
During the time of the study, the upland flora of the Cajon
Bonito watershed labored under a La Nifia-induced drought.

Southwest.

The Cajon Bonito watershed lies along a summer

1998 -1999 and 1999 -2000 winter precipitation was

precipitation gradient that is the opposite of the values for
winter precipitation. Most of the Madrean Archipelago
receives the majority of its precipitation in the summer. As
the East Pacific High migrates northward along the western
coast, it shunts the cyclonic storms north and beyond it.
Simultaneously, the Bermuda High, which spends the winter
east of North America, begins to spin westward across the
warm waters of the Gulf of Mexico. By June, its clockwise
rotation has begun feeding enormous quantities of tropical
moisture into the central Sierra Madre Occidental. By July
the high's position stabilizes. Along with the heat -induced,

contained in only a few moderate rain events that dropped
perhaps less than an inch per passing front. The monsoon

counter -clockwise rotation of the Yuma Low Pressure
Center, conditions allow for the introduction of moisture

season of 1998 was at best moderate, but that of 1999
brought near record rainfall. La Niña is the phenomenon
that usually follows after a wet single -year or multi -year El

Niño, although it has been triggered by phenomena other
than El Niño (Reynolds et al. 1997). With the retreat of the
large mass of tropically warm ocean water towards the west,

coldwater circulation returns along the western North
American coast. This pendulum swing, like so many other
cycles I have observed in nature or studied in the literature,

initially tends to "overcompensate." Drought follows
equability.

into the sky islands and the rest of the Intermountain West.

Hydrology of the Cajon Bonito Watershed
The riparian vegetation of Cajon Bonito, like that of all other

Less than one percent ofArizona and New Mexico is covered

riparian woodlands and scrublands in the Southwest, is

by wetlands (Yuhas 1996). This trend seems to continue

composed of many plant species that are adapted to survive,

south of the international border into northern Sonora, based

propagate and germinate in a flash flood environment.

upon my qualitative assessment. There have been few

Flooding occurs in both wet seasons. Because of the thinner
plant cover and shallower soils in adjacent uplands, runoff
during heavy rains forms floods quickly. These are usually
of relatively short duration and recede almost as quickly as

regional studies conducted on wetland use and management

they arrive. Two sources of flooding are less predictable
than the seasonal occurrences. The El Niño- Southern

Gosselink 1986), and most of the rest have seen some form

in Sonora (Bojorquez et al. 1985). In Arizona and New
Mexico, more than a third of these wetlands have been
completely lost to agricultural conversion (Mitch and
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of degradation or impoundment for use in resources

the Sierra Los Embudos. This is a testimony to the

extraction and recreation (Yuhas 1996).

groundwater storage capacity of the lithified sedimentary
basin into which Cajon Bonito has carved its deep canyon.
In a region of such variable and usually arid climate, the
perennial waters and lush riparian forest of the Cajon make
it all the more valuable as a wetlands resource.

Lowland wetlands in Sonora, particularly rivers, have been
almost 100% converted to agricultural use through farming
and grazing except in the uplands, where many streams have
seen only grazing (Hendrickson and Minckley 1980). This

trend is repeated throughout the length of Cajon Bonito.

Though the Cajon Bonito canyon is shaped by the angular

The lower third of the watershed, that part of the Cajon that
flows out across the San Bernardino Valley, has been heavily
utilized by farming ejidos, cattle ranchers and recreationists.
Middle and much of upper Cajon Bonito have seen varying

geometry of the faults and fractures, the floor is wide enough

degrees of cattle grazing, from light seasonal use to near
total denudation within the stream valley and the uplands.

between a `B" and "C" type stream. Despite this observation,

In far upper Cajon Bonito, as in many drainages in the higher
elevations of the barrancas of the Sierra Madre Occidental,

to allow for subtler physical stream features. Using the
Rosgen classification system (Rosgen 1994), the portion of

Cajon Bonito in the vicinity of Rancho Los Ojos varies
the angularity of the canyon itself probably reduces the
sinuosity quotient. Dominant bed materials grade from
cobbles to sands. There are only rare bedrock exposures

the watershed is virtually undisturbed (Hendrickson and
Minckley 1980; David E. Brown, pers. comm. 1999).

and boulders between the enclosing vertical to sub -vertical
cliffs. The composition of the local bedrock is composed of
fine -particled rhyolite, breccia, and conglomerate. The pool -

Throughout the Madrean Archipelago, groundwater
withdrawals began to increase with settlement of the

riffle arrangement of the stream seems to be only lightly
impacted by the presence of the seldom -used road that
crosses it 20 to 30 times in the study area. Conditions

intermountain valleys and irrigation for farming, particularly
in the late 1800s and early 1900s. Since 1900, the population

in the Desert Southwest has increased dramatically,
particularly in Arizona, which has grown 2880% (Chourre
and Wright 1997). A rapid population increase began in the

late 1980s and the 1990s.With the signing of the North
American Free -Trade Agreement (NAFTA), urbanization
and industrialization exploded along the border (Liverman
et al. 1997). Though per household consumption rates have

not increased significantly, the tremendous population
growth and a 54% increase in water use for farm irrigation

since 1950 has been offset by only an average return of
29% of extracted water to the aquifer through drainage and
soil penetration. Drainage basin aquifers with groundwater
storage capacities ranging from 15 to 91.1 million acre feet

in southeastern Arizona have been pumped beyond their
recharge capacities (groundwater mining) and had seen
water levels drop 400 - 500 feet by 1980 (Montgomery and
Harshbarger 1989). The results of mining groundwater in
the Madrean Archipelago region have been dried rivers, deep

entrenchments along those that remain perennial, shifts in
the constitutions of riparian plant assemblages, and land
subsidence of up to eighteen feet (Hastings 1959; Liverman
et al. 1997; Deloya 1985).

The greatest impact currently on the hydrology of middle
Cajon Bonito is cattle grazing. Cattle have been removed
from several of the ranches along middle Cajon Bonito, and
the riparian community is rapidly adjusting and recovering.
Similar recovery for the adjacent uplands will take longer.
The region is in the midst of a years -long drought, and the
floristic shift away from the original juniper grasslands with

the loss of soils from overgrazing will require active
management intervention and perhaps several years of wetter

conditions. Despite the prolonged drought, Cajon Bonito
remains perennial throughout the middle section through

therefore have allowed for the development of a substantial

riparian gallery woodland near and along the channel as
well as on the intermittent terraces.
By definition a "cajon" is a box canyon landscape feature.
Such a drainage structure can enhance that feature's ability
to preserve soil moisture and surface stream flow depending
upon the orientation of the canyon. Within the main drainage
and its tributaries, impermeable contact layers and bedrock
fractures and cracks allow stored groundwater to flow from
springs, seeps and cienagas. Several short tributaries add
flows, one to several cubic feet per second at minimum flow,
to the main stream within the middle cajon. The dispositions

of overtowering uplands, particularly on the south side of
the easterly to westerly flowing middle section of the Cajon,
combine with a relatively lush multi -layered vegetation
canopy to diminish the effects of insolation and desiccating
winds. Direct moisture evaporation from the stream and soils

of the riparian and adjacent north- facing upland areas is

lowered. This effect is offset to some extent by the
phreatophytic pumping of riparian plants attempting to
compensate for evapotranspiration from their leaf surfaces,
particularly during the spring and summer. These result in
a noticeable daily flux in middle Cajon Bonito's flow rate.
Despite the prodigious use of water by so much vegetation
and the years -long drought under which this region labors,
I have yet to see any section of middle Cajon Bonito go dry.
Like most other southwestern streams, sediment movement
through Cajon Bonito occurs mostly during floods. These

can occur during the convective storms of the summer
monsoon season that can precipitate anywhere in the
watershed. Floods can also result during unusually heavy
winter storms and the rapid melting of snowpacks. These
winter floods are usually magnified during El Niño years
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(Molles and Dahm 1990). Upper Cajon Bonito has a steeper
gradient than the middle section. Though normally dry, this
upper section apparently has floods that can move bedloads
of considerable particle sizes and volumes. In middle Cajon
Bonito, several floods in the past two years have repeatedly

enough, though, that a convenient faith in their conclusions
allows me to proceed with a logical story.

reconfigured the channel and riparian plant community

watery oceans and seas is a logical consequence of the

structures. Often the lush growth of streamside shrubs and
tree seedlings and saplings is abruptly replaced or covered
over by new deposition bars.

introduction of the Equilibrium Theory of Island
Biogeography (MacArthur and Wilson 1967). For

With the purchase of various ranches along Cajon Bonito,
the new owners, Josiah and Valer Austin, have begun a
vigorous program of watershed improvements. This has
included the complete removal of cattle from the ranches,
the construction of gabions (check dams) for erosion control,
and the seeding of the uplands with native grasses. This
combination of active and passive management strategies
has been shown to be effective for increasing water flow in

isolation enforced upon habitats and biota on oceanic islands.
The rules developed from that theory regarding island sizes,

small streams, particularly during the summer (Stabler
1985). Entrenchment and catastrophic erosion still threaten
to pour excess sediments into middle Cajon Bonito from its
tributaries. The history and dangers posed by arroyo- cutting
have been discussed in general terms earlier. Arroyo- cutting
in the local tributaries further threatens their own sources
of water. This is particularly acute in the cienagas just north
of the main ranch complex in Los Ojos. This lush habitat of

The study of island -like terrestrial ecosystems that are
environmentally and/or geographically far -removed from

mountaintop or riparian communities, the net effects of
environmental isolation by arid desertlands mimic the
nearness to continents, habitat heterogeneity and overall
target -attractiveness for disseminules have been tested for
terrestrial habitats in the Madrean Archipelago.
Sky islands of relatively mesic, even lush vegetation remain
suspended above warmer and drier lowlands. Vast uplands
like the Rocky Mountains and the Sierra Madre Occidental
are like biotic "continents." From there, flora and fauna may

take advantage of corridors such as riparian stringers that
reach beyond their source uplands to connect with adjacent
isolated uplands. Their dispersal capabilities and occasional
coevolution further aid these plants and animals. Corridors
are similar to oceanic currents, which can carry colonizers
and re- colonizers to far outlying island outposts. In the

dense grasses, shrubs and trees is fed by numerous cold
springs and by at least one hot spring. Vigorous headward

Madrean Archipelago the value of mesic terrestrial corridors

erosion has cut an arroyo up to ten meters deep. It has begun
to erode into the bowl of alluvium and soils, and it threatens

regular series of climatic oscillations over the past

to drain and dry out this normally saturated substrate and
permanently alter this rare and remarkable ecosystem.

was alternately enhanced or diminished according to a
approximately two million years with the inception of the
Ice Age.

introduced various aspects of its dynamics and functions

Mountaintop biotic isolation in the Southwest has been
shown to be episodic because of warm/dry to cool /moist
fluctuations of the region's climate during the Pleistocene
(Betancourt et al. 1990). The conditions of the last glaciopluvial and the shift to interglacial Holocene conditions in

that place it into a regional context. Throughout those

the Southwest have been described with increasing accuracy

sections I have repeated how each aspect contributes to this
ecosystem's uniqueness and importance in a unique region,

and resolution by numerous paleoecologists and

Biogeography
The preceding sections of this descriptive ecology and

natural history of the Cajon Bonito watershed have

the Madrean Archipelago. This information is readily
available to the trained ecologist through diligent literature
review and enthusiastic field reconnaissance.

A discussion of the biogeography of the Cajon Bonito
affords me the opportunity to synthesize the previous
sections in order that I may characterize this stream's

paleoclimatologists (COHMAP Members 1988; Betancourt
et al. 1990; Winograd et al. 1992; Ely et al. 1993). Phillip

Wells (1983) eloquently and in good detail describes the
values that corridors, both wooded uplands and riparian/
wetland habitats, played in the repeated recolonizations and
genetic reinvigorations of plant and animal populations in

isolated mountains. His work involved the more
environmentally problematic and challenging geographies

regional role in the ecology of the Southwest. No in the Great Basin and the Mojave Desert. The
information exists for the temporal roles played by Cajon
Bonito or for trends and events that occurred at various scales

environmental history and paleobiogeography of the
Madrean Archipelago are correspondingly easier to

correlating observable phenomena with reconstructions done

extrapolate because of its relatively "gentler" environmental
conditions, greater habitat heterogeneity and much greater
biodiversity.

elsewhere in the Madrean Archipelago and for the region
as a whole. Some of the sources, such as Daniel I. Axelrod
(1979), remain controversial. The sources are respected

Many plant species had relatively narrow windows during
which to disperse into newly opening habitats from their

ranging from the Holocene Period down to the multi -year

El Niño -La Niña climate cycles. There is little risk in

glacio- pluvial refugia, while previously extant species
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vacated into interglacial retreats. Regional environmental
conditions conducive to dispersal, seed germination and
ultimately recruitment into a newfound colony might only

mountains along riverine corridors. With the influx of

last a millennium or two at the longest. Locally, such

drained of their life -giving waters directly through diversion

conditions may last as short as only decades (Richardson
1998). Co- evolution with vagile vectors such as seed dispersing birds, or their cooperation by other means, could
expand this window of opportunity ( Lanner 1996). Locally
in the Cajon Bonito watershed the higher elevations of the
surrounding uplands harbor forest species that, until the

and indirectly through groundwater pumping. Removal of
riverine trees and shrubs by construction or overgrazing
entirely eliminates the most important connectors across
lowlands between neighboring mountains. In this light, the
values of Cajon Bonito in its current condition are further
enhanced.

abrupt shift to the Holocene, probably enjoyed much greater
ranges. Depauperate stringers of these mountain forests and
woodlands still occur in suitable "microsites" within lower

With the above biogeographic considerations, it is easier to

elevation riparian habitats that allow them to extend far
beyond their upland strongholds. The physical structure and
reliable moisture of the box canyon, Cajon Bonito, exhibit
such corridor advantages.

Forests and woodlands probably retreated back up into the
upper reaches of the Sierra San Luis leaving behind some
species that found the interglacial conditions within their
tolerance ranges. Warmer and drier conditions allowed for
yet another of the repeated expansions of xerophylls into
the vacated habitats (Betancourt et al. 1990). Though less
reliant over the long -term upon riparian corridors for their
dispersals, Sonoran and Chihuahuan Desert vegetation still
used this path for their quickest and furthest penetration up

into the mid -elevation highlands. Microsites occur
throughout the mid -elevation to host Opuntia, Acacia,
Agave, and Echinocereus spp. among landscapes dominated
by junipers, oaks and grasses.Where upland tracts of forest
and woodlands are not contiguous enough, riparian corridors

provide for local needs and create opportunities for local
organisms to reach more extensive forest patches. During

glaciations these habitats expand in favor of montane
species; interglacials impose restrictions and isolations. As
forests and woodlands retreat uphill and into canyon sites

with favorable aspects, habitats fragment and shrink,

European- originated settlements and the rapid expansion

of urban centers in the Southwest, corridors are being

evaluate the corridor assets of Cajon Bonito. As stated
repeatedly in previous sections, Cajon Bonito drains a
significant collection of small, high -elevation mountain
chains. Together they form the first major, "offshore" habitat
from which and through which flora and fauna of Madrean

and Neotropical affinities can disperse out towards and
reinforce similar biota in other sky islands. Bird data
collected in preliminary "transects of opportunity" suggest
that Cajon Bonito not only hosts a rich avifaunal assemblage
of permanent residents and breeding season occupants, but

it also is used as a major throughway by Neotropical
songbirds in their migrations to the north. The canyon and
the surrounding uplands still allow for ingress and egress
of more charismatic fauna such as wolves, Thick -billed
Parrots and Jaguars (local landowners, pers. corn.). These
species have either been sighted within the watershed or
immediately to the north.

Barriers, as opposed to corridors, hinder and disallow
movement of biota from one region into an adjacent one.
The deep Gila River drainage and its tributaries draw the
northern boundaries of the Madrean Archipelago. Crossing
such a divide would prove difficult at best even during
glacio- pluvial periods. How and when high elevation plant
and animal species reached across this gulf to colonize to
the south occupies the time and effort of many researchers

sometimes below the threshold for less vagile creatures to
find adequate living/foraging /reproduction space. Extinction
is the result for many montane creatures in the face of such
events (Lomolino and Davis 1997). The remaining fauna

in the Southwest. It is sensible to speculate that at least some

could represent perhaps "true" continental sky island

Rocky Mountain Petran species would have had to find other
routes or means around or across this barrier.

creatures, those with the capacity to survive in isolation
(Anderson and Shafer 1997). Evidence exists that some
montane forestland- dependent creatures are in fact vagile
enough to disperse throughout the Madrean Archipelago
and into new suitable habitats in adjacent mountains across
relatively inhospitable landscape barriers. This may confirm
the similarities of sky islands biogeographic dynamics with
those of oceanic islands. Nevertheless, attempts to discover

other similarities may be hindered by the effective
environmental "re- booting" of the evolution of these sky
islands by the disruptions of the Ice Age climate cycles.

Another event may also short -circuit the most important
aspect of sky -island processes: biotic commerce between

of the plant species such as boreal spruce trees may have
required long- distance dispersal via seed -predating birds
such as Clark's Nutcrackers (Lanner 1996). Thus most

I speculate that the rolling grassland hills between the Sierra

San Luis and the Sierra El Pinito near Nogales, Sonora at
present function as a filter for both plants and animals due
to human settlement. These low hills zigzag along the border
separating two major watersheds that serve the Madrean
Archipelago on both sides of the international boundary.
Headwaters of various tributaries to the Rio Yaqui and the
Gila River interdigitate throughout this subtle impediment.

Riparian corridors in this region have either naturally
become tenuous or have been mechanically reduced or
destroyed.

Hunt
Certainly such close association of these streams could have

produced more or less continuous vegetative habitat for
animal dispersals, particularly during the glaciations. With
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My observations lead me to believe that similar, map -drawn
transects, when correlated with an inventory of greater rigor

the onset of drying and warming during interglacial climate

than the variable transect, will produce a flora that would
compare favorably with those from any other sky island in

regimes, much of the former continuity of tree and shrub
species disappeared, leaving wide -open "seas" of desert

the region. Furthermore, if I include plant observations made
by others in the same watershed (Brown, pers. comm. 1999),

grasslands. The few remaining significant riparian woodland

a flora of the Sierra San Luis -Cajon Bonito will compete

corridors would assume a greater importance in the

favorably in two ways with others within the Madrean
Archipelago - biodiversity in numbers of species and

landscape, especially for animals, and particularly for those
of great importance to conservationists. Cajon Bonito, along

with some of its neighboring drainages, such Guadalupe
Canyon and the Rio San Bernardino, continue to provide
lush, corridor habitats that increase the chances for flora
and fauna to cross over either way, into the Gila watershed
to the north or the Rio Yaqui watershed to the south.

Biodiversity
Cajon Bonito displays many of the advantages of settings
which host higher biodiversity values than in adjacent habitat
types or in most other similar settings within the sky islands

region. Throughout this report, I have discussed the
examples of environmental and habitat heterogeneity and
their contributions to the biogeographic values of the Cajon

biodiversity across taxonomic spectrum.

Causes for animal diversity can often be correlated with
plant species diversity (Wiens and Rotenberry 1981), but
another equally important correlation may be found in
vertical vegetative structural diversity and the availability
of shelter and substrate for foraging and reproductive
activities (MacArthur 1961). Tomoff (1971) shows that

horizontal vegetative structure is a first -order factor
influencing avifauna! diversities and abundances, at least
in desert shrub communities. There is a wide variety of
structural and compositional expressions of the flora of
various ecosystems within the Cajon Bonito watershed.

Bonito watershed. The combination of "canyon -ness,"
topographic variety, reliable groundwater supplies with

Numerous factors in the regional and local natural history

surface expression, and a bimodal climate, to name some of

heterogeneity in the Cajon Bonito watershed. These

the factors, all contribute to conditions that encourage

expressions are large enough and extensive enough, perhaps,

biodiversity.

Bennett and Kunzmann (1992) demonstrated a strong

to account for not only the great variety of avifauna, but
also the persistence and abundance of larger animals, even
in the face of incompatible human impacts on the Cajon

correlation between Madrean floristic species diversity and

Bonito watershed. Detailed discussions of my bird

terrain roughness (canyon -ness) in six ranges within the
Madrean Archipelago. Cumulative "real" distances along
straight line transects were roughly compared to the "map
distance" along the same transects drawn at random across
the ranges. Where the ratios are more pronounced, higher
numbers of Madrean species were recorded in the local
mountain floras. (This study did not include other probably

observations would require much more organized field

that can give rise to structural and compositional

methods than those employed during this study. The great
variety and abundance of animals such as birds are probably
not accidental and are directly influenced by the interactions

of landscape and other abiotic environmental factors to
produce an attractive vegetative home and staging area for
these creatures.

inseparable factors such as various habitat sizes, real
maximum elevation, total areas within various elevation

It is worthwhile to speculate on whether success in nature

classes, and the impacts of substrate minerology and breeds further successes: do relatively highly biodiverse sites
moisture availability). Yet, the Cajon Bonito topography is

encourage an extra biodiversity and greater ecosystem health

possessed of great structural diversity within a relatively

based upon the composition and structure of plant and

small area.

animal communities? This has been proven difficult to test

(Petran montane species diversities showed little or no such

differences on a local level between neighboring similar
ecosystems, e.g., between Cajon Bonito and other similar

(Johnson et al. 1996), though we can certainly see
increases based upon this topographic characterization. I
suspect that a limited pool of diversity remains for Petran
species in the Sky Islands during this current interglacial
period. Diversity indices for northern -affinity species more
likely follow island biogeographic rules operating under the

sized riparian communities throughout the sky islands region
(gamma diversity). The great variety of vegetation structure
might seem to encourage the appearance of new conditions

for more animal species to occupy. High diversity and

strong influence of extinction. Therefore, the larger and more

abundance in the animal community might suggest

varied higher elevational sites within close proximity of
neighboring mountains to the north might host a greater

opportunities for more species to enter the neighborhood
fray as both interspecific and intraspecific competitors (a
crowd attracts a bigger crowd ?). Cajon Bonito seems to be
a relatively healthy, complex and relatively "crowded"
ecosystem that is getting even healthier based upon some

abundance and possibly greater variety of Petran vegetation).
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of the parameters currently in vogue for such measurements,

particularly in the Madrean region (Shafroth et al. 1999).
Still, this too is considered difficult to assess with current
knowledge (Grime 1997). I am left to assess qualitatively
such qualities based upon my data and field observations.
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operate across a region vary in their impacts according to
the same factors that we have considered for beta diversity
and vegetation structure comparisons within the watershed.
Alpha diversities among various sites may be held at a steady

level within the temporal framework of "disturbance"

We might expect greater biodiversity values in corridors

ecology, whereas beta diversities are enhanced and
manipulated throughout the region by landscape

for avifauna than in their adjacent uplands, if we relied upon

heterogeneity of the type characteristic of the Cajon's

the notion that vegetation community composition and
structure directly affect species occurrence, variety and
abundance. Riparian corridors have been traditionally
thought of and measured as not only extra lush breeding

watershed (Turner 1989).

bird sites, but also as throughways for Neotropical migrants.

linear trends. It is likely that the relatively high biodiversity
of this study site relies as much upon "reliable" disturbances
on several temporal and spatial scales as on the cumulative
effects of some of the more "static" aspects of temperature
and moisture regimes. A variety of climatological studies
(Molles and Dahm 1990; Harrington et al. 1992; Ely et al.
1993; Reynolds et al. 1997) make it worth considering the
ecosystem dynamics of sites throughout the Southwest, such
as Cajon Bonito, in terms of "ecological years" rather than
the standard 12 -month astronomical year. The most obvious

Tree species compositions in riparian communities have
been shown to be directly related to bird species variety,

particularly those sites dominated with Fremont
Cottonwoods and Arizona Sycamores (Strong and Bock
1990). These species, as well as bird -attracting ashes,

walnuts, hackberries and willows, thrive in the main
drainage and its tributaries in the Cajon Bonito watershed.

Two other factors contributing to bird species abundances
in the Madrean Archipelago are the occurrence of oases and
human structures. This is particularly true in remote, lightly
settled regions such as the Sierra San Luis and Cajon Bonito.

Small disjunct, green patches of isolated riparian sites,
"oases," have been shown to host as much diversity among
migrant birds as continuous corridors within specific plots
(Skagen et al. 1998). My observations in Cajon Bonito do
not contradict this finding, and the watershed is blessed with
innumerable, discontinuous riparian, spring and seep oases

"Equilibrium" in Cajon Bonito is not a steady state but a
dynamic oscillation with certain unavoidable long -term

of these cycles are the El Niño- Southern Oscillation and
the consequent La Niña events. Increasing evidence shows
that these events cannot be separated from considerations
of ecology and biodiversity in the Madrean Archipelago
(Swetnam and Betancourt 1997).

and are scattered extensively across the uplands that

During my field studies in middle Cajon Bonito, several
floods linked to an El Niño event completely reconfigured
the channel in much of that stretch of the canyon. Not only
did the dominant tree species recolonize the newly laid
substrate, but normally obscure understory species erupted
into temporary prominence. Of course any beta diversities

surround the main cajon.

I discuss using data gathered by the variable transect

On a different scale, if we extend our consideration of floral

method, or other methods, for that matter, are limited by
the thoroughness and extensiveness of the time and scope
of my sampling efforts (Bowers and McLaughlin 1982).

that host from a few cottonwoods up to large, though
isolated, gallery woodlands. These are found at all elevations

and avifaunal diversity to all of the uplands of the Cajon
Bonito watershed, then many species that do not contribute

to the more obvious riparian assemblage appear. Thick billed Parrots occasionally stray into the United States in
various -sized flocks (Wetmore 1935; local naturalists pers.

corn. 1999). The trajectories of their movements can be
combined with observations made in the Sierra San Luis to

suggest that the Cajon's corridor values must include
adjacent uplands. Together these form a multi- habitat
continuum that affords species a springboard for ingress
and egress throughout the Madrean Archipelago from the
Sierra Madre Occidental.
Biodiversity may be appreciated as it fluctuates over time.
Riparian ecosystems seem to go through repeated cycles of
floods and successions that disassemble then reassemble
extant communities (Reichenbacher 1984). The flash floods

that ultimately shape the riparian communities of the
Southwest do so by resetting the successional clock at
various time intervals. Repeated, cyclical disturbances that

Therefore, the image of Cajon Bonito presented in this thesis
is little more than a high quality snapshot.
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Is Your Landscape Threatening
the Desert?
Barbara Tellman, Ph.D.
127 E. Mabel
Tucson, Arizona 85705
Many people have seen frightening photos of Kudzu Vine
growing rampant in Florida and elsewhere in the Southeast,
smothering entire huge trees and even houses. They have
heard of foreign insects killing trees in the Midwest in just
a few months. They have heard about clams in the Great
Lakes damaging boats and clogging water system intake
pipes. Many people think we do not have to cope with those

problems in the Sonoran Desert. It's too hot and dry
here, although Africanized bees have certainly come to
stay if they can find water and a place to live.

Invasive Grasses
But, are we really free from the dangers of invasive species?
Not at all. People are just beginning to understand the extent
of the threats that certain introduced species present to our

desert plants. While desert plants are tough and can
withstand several years of drought and searing heat, they
cannot withstand hot fires and they grow so slowly that
plants such as saguaros take decades to grow to maturity.
Before the arrival of Mediterranean and African grasses,
the Sonoran Desert did not have enough dry plants to fuel
significant fires. Now grasses such as red brome grow

abundantly among cacti and when fire starts it can be
devastating. To experience the effects of fire on desert plants,
just drive north of Phoenix toward Payson or east of Phoenix
toward Globe. You can see entire hillsides where the native
cacti are dead and dying because of grass -fueled fires. Drive

to Hermosillo, Mexico and you will see vast areas of what
used to be desert thornscrub, once rich in cactus species
and now growing little but buffelgrass. Fires have increased
tremendously and the grasses grow better than ever, but most
of the natives have almost no chance to come back. Grasses
are well adapted to fire and even thrive on it and this gives
them a decided edge on the natives.

Buffelgrass is spreading alarmingly along roadsides in
southern Arizona and from those roadsides it spreads into
the desert. Originally introduced by the U.S. government
as cattle forage, it has become a serious threat to the survival
of our desert species of animals as well as plants when those
animals depend on the food and shelter the native plants
provide. It is rather attractive as a young plant, but most of
the year looks dry and scraggly.

Few people would plant buffelgrass or most of the other
invasive grasses as landscape plants, but they do plant one
major invasive grass - Fountain grass. A lovely decorative
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grass, this is a favorite of many landowners with its waving

plumes that last many months. It spreads easily along
roadsides and many people find it appealing without
realizing the threat it offers. This grass, too, is flammable
and also can choke out the native plants when it invades
places like desert washes. It flowers several times a year
and can spread vegetatively as well as by seeds.
Planting of fountain grass has been prohibited for several
years in Tucson, Oro Valley, and other towns except for the
red variety that is nearly sterile. Even so, each year this
plant spreads in the area with little help from humans. Some
homeowners defend the fountain grass around their homes,
little realizing the damage it is causing and the fire hazard it
presents to the desert and even to their homes.
Our deserts do not feature large trees except along some of
the riparian areas that run through those deserts. Almost as
soon as Europeans settled the area they attempted to remedy
that by bringing in many kinds of large trees from palms to
pines. Most of those trees need supplemental irrigation and
will never invade the desert, but some have succeeded in
thriving there, especially in areas with a little extra water,
such as riparian areas or even dry washes.

Saltcedar ( Tamarix ramosissima) was the first landscape
tree to escape in Arizona and cause major problems. In a
1918 University of Arizona Extension Bulletin on landscape

trees, J.J. Thornber praised it for erosion control and
landscaping because it could grow almost anywhere,
reproduced readily, was difficult to eradicate, and was, in
his opinion, beautiful. Today we know that the first three
characteristics are the very ones that would make it a serious
problem in riparian areas. Saltcedar chokes streamsides from
Sonora to Montana, most often along streams that have been
disturbed. Few wildlife species use it and native cottonwoods
and willows cannot compete with it. Once established it is,
as Thornber states, difficult to eradicate, although volunteers
have over many years spent countless hours trying to keep
in under control at places like the Hassayampa Preserve.

Tree of heaven (Ailanthus altissima) grows, like saltcedar,
almost anywhere from vacant lots in Tucson to roadsides in

Globe and ranches in Santa Cruz County. The most
troublesome invasions are along the Verde River at
Cottonwood where it grows in large groves in the state park
and along Sonoita Creek in Santa Cruz County. It competes
well with native trees and grows as a near monoculture.
African sumac (Rhus lancea) was thought until just recently
to be a quite harmless tree that was beautiful and utilized by
a variety of native birds. In the past five years, however, it
has invaded desert washes in the Pima County foothills and
in some places has already become the dominant plant. Birds
spread the thousands of seeds produced far from the parent
tree.
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Other invasive plants
Some other plants have escaped from landscapes to cause
problems, especially along streams. English ivy would never
thrive in the dry heat of the desert, but does very well along
Oak Creek where it can find shade and plenty of moisture.
Vinca major, too, would die in the desert, but does so well
in Ramsey Canyon that volunteers have spent many hours
trying to eradicate it. It completely covers the ground in
places leaving no room for the natives to grow. In situations
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have been scrutinized for their invasive potential or whether
they bring with them insects that may be invasive. The eggs

of a South American moth (Cactoblastus cactorum) that
attacks prickly pears, for example, are traveling around on
the nursery stock from large wholesalers.
Tumbleweed (Salsola kali) was recognized as an invasive
weed within a few years of its introduction, but fountain
grass, Rhus lancea, vinca and most other species did not

like this creatures all along the food chain suffer too, because

appear to be invasive for many years. Eucalyptus will

the vegetarians cannot find their preferred food where a

probably never become invasive in Arizona, but in

monoculture of non -natives has taken over. Even the insect
eating birds may find less food where invasive plants have
taken over depriving the insects as well as the birds of their
food supply. Many insects are very plant specific and cannot
easily switch.

Backyard pond invasions
The growing popularity of backyard ponds opens up
opportunities for invasive non -native creatures and plants
to spread. There are few pond plants available commercially
but customers can buy a variety of non -native plants at local
nurseries. Often these plants come with other unwanted
creatures such as snails and microorganisms in the water
from distant places. Salvinia molesta was sold commercially
in Phoenix nurseries, for example until just a few years ago,
although it is on the federal noxious weed list. When it was
found growing rampant in the Colorado River these sales
were halted, but other water plants such as water hyacinth
(Eichhornia crassipes), Hydrilla verticillata and their close
relatives are still available. While it might seem that the
plants can hardly escape from their ponds, most water plants
can move from one pond to another when plant parts attach
to birds or other creatures. Under favorable conditions many
of these plants can dominate a pond, blocking out sunlight
and oxygen for other pond species. They are very difficult
to eradicate.

California's coastal foothills eucalyptus trees grow as
monocultures, covering entire hillsides. Many thousands of
species of plants are growing as landscape plants in the desert
region and very few of them will ever escape successfully
into the wild. We have no concern that roses or corn will

become invasive. But the few species that do escape are
liable to offer very serious problems. How can we predict
which ones will stay in people's yards and which will invade
the deserts and riparian areas?

The very admirable trend towards xeriscape has a serious
downside of which landscapers need to be aware. A major
problem is that scientists have not really determined how to

predict invasiveness, although there are some warning
signals. The plants that are best adapted to desert conditions
and need little or no supplemental care and irrigation have
a high potential to naturalize in the surrounding desert and
possibly become invasive. Some of them will do well with

a little more water, along roadsides or washes. Some will
go for years without establishing themselves outside of
cultivation until the perfect weather -year arrives with plenty

of water for the plant to get started on its own. Plants that
need a lot of care or special conditions are not likely fo
become invasive.

If the answer to several of the following questions is
"yes" the potential for invasiveness is high:

Does the plant reseed itself or propagate

Bullfrogs can hop several miles over land in just one night.

1.

Bullfrogs in a pond or stream are capable of completely

vegetatively readily in the yard or nearby?
Would you consider it weedy even if attractive?
2. Is the plant difficult to remove once established?
3. Does the plant grow under difficult conditions and
thrive with neglect?
4. Can it be spread by wind, or birds or other creatures
that travel significant distances?
5. Do you see it growing along roadsides or in vacant
lots?
6. Does it thrive with fire?
7. Do the seeds remain viable for more than a year?

taking over the pond and destroying other pond fauna. They

should never be intentionally introduced into a backyard
pond and if they appear voluntarily should be immediately
removed, but never transported alive to another water body.
Crayfish are another serious invader of water bodies. They

will destroy both plants and animals in a watercourse,
leaving it with little but algae and crayfish. Crayfish are
most commonly spread by fishermen, but some children
love to catch them and bring them home to the pond. The
Arizona Game and Fish Department can assist in removal.

Do the seeds germinate under a variety of
Invasive species arrived in the Southwest for many reasons,

erosion control, forage for livestock, and unintentionally

conditions?
8.

Does it come from a climate similar to the area

9.

where it is introduced?
Does it seem to have no natural enemies that would
help keep it in check?

mixed in with other seed or rootstock. Landscape
introductions are liable to become the biggest source of
invasive species. Thousands of species are commercially
available with new ones coming every year. Virtually none
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Plants that thrive on fire not only present a fire hazard to property but also to desert species. This area north of Phoenix was
once rich in saguaros and other Sonoran Desert species, but burned because so many flammable nonnative grasses had
invaded the area. (Todd Esque, USGS)

Buffelgrass will grow just about anywhere without heavy
frost. Volunteers spend hundreds of hours annually on removal at Organ Pipe National Monument and Saguaro National Park. (Barbara Tellman)

A plant that can grow under these conditions, fountain grass

in a paved parking lot, has a high potential for becoming
invasive. (Barbara Tellman)
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What can be done?

Responsible nursery managers, homeowners and
landscapers should be aware of the possibility that they are
harboring species that may be very harmful to the native
plants and animals. Known problematic species should be
eliminated. Weedy species, including nonnative mustards
and grasses, without landscape value should be kept under

control. Landscape species with high potential for
invasiveness should be avoided even if they have not yet

become problems. Once species are recognized as
problematic it may be too late to deal with them effectively.
Rhus lancea, for example, has probably already gone beyond
the point where it can be eliminated in some areas.

The Arizona Department of Agriculture has proposed the
addition of some landscape invasive plants to its noxious
weed list. Find out what species are on the list and keep
abreast of both the state and federal noxious weed list and
laws. All non -native morning glories, for example, are
prohibited under Arizona law because of the damage they
can do to agriculture.
There are hundreds of native species for landscaping and
hundreds more that could be made available if enough
customers requested them. Homeowners and landscapers
have many choices other than potentially invasive species.
Some Recent Books about Invasive Species:
Baskin, Y. 2002. A Plague of Rats and Rubbervines. 2002.
Shearwater Books. Washington.
Chambers, N. and T Hawkins. 2002. Invasive Plants of the
Sonoran Desert. A Field Guide. Sonoran Institute and
others. Tucson
Mooney, H. and R. Hobbs. 2000. Invasive Species in a
Changing World. Island Press. Washington D.C.
Tellman, B. ed. 2002. Invasive Exotic Species in the
Sonoran Region. University of Arizona Press. Tucson.
Todd, K. 2001. Tinkering with Eden A Natural History of
Exotics in America. W.W. Norton Co. New York.
Selected Websites:
Arizona Dept. of Agriculture - www.ag.state.az.us
Sonoran Institute - www.sonoran.org

Southwest Exotics Mapping Program - www.usgs.gov/
invasive _species /plw /mapinvasive.html

The Nature Conservancy - www.tnc.org
U.S. Dept of Agriculture - www.aphis.usda.gov
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service - www.fws.gov
US. Geological Survey - www.cindi.usgs.gov /invasives
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Evasive Exotic Species in the Sonoran Region
Edited by Barbara Tellman
Publication date: June 20, 2002
460 pages, 37 illustrations, 6 1/8 x 9 1/4
$75.00 clothbound, ISBN: 0- 8165- 2178 -6

Wildlife biologists, botanists, and ecologists in the Sonoran
Desert have at least one common cause: to combat a loss of
biodiversity caused by invasive exotic species. Throughout
the Sonoran desert and adjacent areas, from islands in the
Sea of Cortés to the grasslands under the rim of the Colorado Plateau, more than six hundred species of non -native
plants and animals have invaded and transformed ecosystems. Entire native landscapes are disappearing, even in protected areas.

How did these species get here? What underlying factors
that make their invasions so successful? And by what methods have land managers stopped - and failed to stop - their
spread? Invasive Exotic Species in the Sonoran Region marks

the first comprehensive attempt to address problems posed
by expanding populations of exotic plant and animal species in the Sonoran Desert and adjacent grasslands and riparian areas. The single- source volume describes the arrival

and spread of non -native species as diverse as rats and
saltcedar, covering both their impacts and attempts to manage those impacts.
The book birngs together current research by specialists from

universities, government agencies and nonprofit organizations. The contributors review historic and even prehistoric
origins of non -native species - not only exotic plants, amphibians, and mammals but also insects, fish, and birds. They
examine significant problems in each major subregion and
ecosystem and discuss control efforts. The volume contains
the first compiled list of more than 500 naturalized species
in the Sonoran region. Invasive species issues are rapidly
emerging as major environmental concerns worldwide. This
book is an outstanding tool for understanding and addressing native species and habitat protection, and will become a
standard resource.
Editor Barbara Tellman has recently retired from her position as Senior Research Specialist in the Water Research
Center at the University of Arizona's College of Agriculture. Contributors include: Tina Ayers, Carl E. Bock, Jane
H. Bock, Alberto Búrquez- Montijo, Matt K. Chew, C. Jack
DeLoach, Lara Dickson, Todd C. Esque, Richard S. Felger,
Joel P. Floyd, Juli R. Gould, Bonnie L. Harper -Lore, Linda
Leigh, Jeff Lovich, Richard N. Mack, Angelina MartínezYrizar, Steven P. McLaughlin, Eric Mellink, Mark E. Miller,
Gary Paul Nabhan, Philip C. Rosen, Sue Rutman, Cecil R.
Schwalbe, Lawrence E. Stevens, Juliet C. Stromberg, Barbara Tellman, Thomas R. Van Devender, Patricia West, and
Michael F. Wilson.
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A tree that can spread by sending suckers long distances
under barriers such as pavement and walls is liable to be
invasive. These Trees of Heaven have escaped from a trailer
park and are invading a desert wash north of Catalina. (Barbara Tellman)
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African sumac is a beautiful plant in bloom, but it produces
lots of seed that are distributed by birds and quickly invade
new areas many miles away fro the parent plant. Some foothills washes in the Tucson area are becoming inundated with
this highly competitive tree. (Barbara Tellman)

;gressive Bermuda grass can invade wild areas as well as
idscapes. It has taken over the beach here in remote Bonita
eek, far from any town. (Barbara Tellman)

Bullfrogs can travel many miles overland in search of new
water bodies and reproduce readily under many conditions.
They eat almost anything they can catch, including bats,
birds, native frogs, fish and snakes. This bullfrog is devouring a myotis bat. (Cecil Schwalbe, USGS)
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Identification and Taxonomy of
Tamarix (Tamaricaceae)
in New Mexico
Kelly W. Allred
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soils where other plants do poorly or in situations where
too little water is available, there is no other plant which is
quite so satisfactory" (Wooton 1913, p. 124, italics added).
Tamarisks were also planted along streams and tributaries
for erosion control, and were put to such use along the Rio
Salado and Rio Puerco drainages in 1926 and 1927 (Harris
1966).

Range Science Herbarium
Department of Animal & Range Sciences
New Mexico State University
Las Cruces, NM 88003

valley. A few adventive seedlings were found at Lake
McMillan in 1912; by 1915 the shrub covered 600 acres

Abstract

and was expanding up and down the water course. It had
stretched to 12,300 acres by 1925, and to 57,000 acres by

The identity and distribution of Tamarix in New Mexico is

reviewed, with keys and distribution maps. Four species
are found in the state: T. aphylla, T. chinensis (including T.
ramosissima), T. gallica, and T. parviflora.

Introduction
Species of the genus Tamarix, variously known as salt- cedar,

The aggressive spread of Tamarix in New Mexico and the
southwest is illustrated by its occurrence in the Pecos River

1960 (Robinson 1965). It now infests the entire Pecos River

valley from its junction at the Rio Grande northward to
beyond Santa Rosa (Harris 1966). A similar story can be
told for nearly every major drainage in New Mexico (e.g.,
Everitt, 1998). Further introduction into the biology and
ecology of salt -cedar may be found in Di Tomaso (1998).

tamarisk, or tamarix, first came to the American southwest Identification
in the mid- to late 1800s as an ornamental, being promoted The identity of Tamarix plants in New Mexico has been
as such by nurserymen, and later as an erosion -control plant. problematic from their earliest occurrence. Early on, only
It had been brought from the Old World to the eastern United T. gallica was reported for the state (Wooton & Standley
States in the early 1800s, being offered for sale in New York 1915). Subsequent floristic or taxonomic works have
City in 1828. From this modest beginning it spread through referred New Mexico tamarisks to T. chinensis, T.
the United States via the nursery trade, appearing in catalogs parviflora, and T. ramosissima (Baum 1967; Di Tomaso
in California in 1854 and in the Department of Agriculture 1998), to T. chinensis, T. gallica, and T. pentandra (Martin

Arboretum stock listings in the 1870s (Horton 1964;

Robinson 1965). Robinson (1965) suggested that it probably
began its escape from cultivation into the wild in the 1870s.

The earliest documented occurrence of Tamarix in New
Mexico of which I am aware is from 1892, when E.O.
Wooton of the New Mexico College of Agricultural &
Mechanic Arts (now New Mexico State University) gathered

& Hutchins 1981), or to T. gallica and T. ramosissima
(Roalson & Allred 1995).
In addition to the nomenclatural puzzlement, there has beep
confusion about how to identify the species. As stated by

McClintock (1951, p. 77) in her study of California
tamarisks, "There is probably not another genus of plants
as well known as the tamarisks in which the species are so

T. gallica Linnaeus from "Mesilla, introduced from poorly understood or separated on more obscure characters."

Galveston Island" (label information from Wooton 1118,
in the Biology Herbarium at New Mexico State University).
Other species soon followed, undoubtedly planted originally
as ornamentals or for erosion -control. The U.S. National
Herbarium has a salt -cedar from Nara Visa in 1911 and from

Hope in 1917 (Robinson 1965, the specimens not seen by
me). Of specimens that I have seen, T. chinensis Loureiro
appears in the herbarium record in 1932, and T. parviflora
A.P. deCandolle in 1936.

This "wolf in sheep's clothing" was touted as a desirable

ornamental plant for New Mexico: "One of the most
satisfactory introduced plants in cultivation in this State is
this shrub, which is also known by the name of tamarisk....
It will endure large quantities of alkali in the soil, and is
exceedingly drought resistant. ... It is most easily propagated

from cuttings, and when once established it is almost
impossible to kill it. As a plant to be used upon alkaline

For most of the species, vegetative features are useless in
distinguishing the species, and one must turn to the tiny
floral organs, which are difficult to dissect and interpret,
and impossible to do so without a microscope or at least a
hand lens.
Of critical importance is the shape of the nectary disk and
the insertion of the filaments associated with this disk (fig.
1, p. 32). Baum (1967, 1978) and McClintock (1951) have
clearly illustrated for us the variation among the species in
this respect (fig. 1). Two main patterns should be noted: I
(gallica & parviflora): the staminal filaments are confluent
with the lobes of the nectary disk, which are attenuate and

pass gradually into the filaments, and II (aphylla &
chinensis): the staminal filaments are inserted between the
lobes of the nectary disk, which are truncate -emarginate.
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Baum (1967, 1978) distinguished some species, particularly

chinensis and ramosissima, on whether the filaments in
pattern II (above) were inserted at the edge of a somewhat

a central nectary disk. Pistil pyramidal or vase -shaped, with
3 -4 stigmas; capsule many- seeded, loculicidal. Seeds tiny,
with an apical pappus.

irregular or asymmetric disk or slightly below a
symmetrically shaped disk. The filament insertion is
extremely difficult to determine with any accuracy, though
the shape of the disk is quite easily observed. A common
condition encountered in our plants is a mingling of these
two patterns, particularly in the development of the lobes
of the nectary disk, which are often emarginate, truncate,
and rounded on the same disk, with a concomitant placement
of filaments both at the edge or under the disk. Few examples
were found where all filaments were unequivocally placed
under a symmetric disk.

Flower color varies for all the species, from white through
pinkish to reddish. There seems to be no correlation with
species of even with a single plant, as it is not uncommon to
find white, pink, and red flowers on the same plant, and
even on the same flowering branch.

Of the three species found escaped in the wild in New
Mexico, two (gallica and parviflora) are known to flower
only in the spring, though the literature indicates they may
also flower in the summer, and one flowers in both spring
and summer (chinensis) (Table 1, p.29).

Other than the very different Tamarix aphylla, with its
distinctive sheathing leaves, I found no way to distinguish
among the remaining species in New Mexico using any
vegetative feature. The scale -like leaves vary among all the
species from lanceolate to ovate, and from strongly overlapping on the twigs to not at all over -lapping.

Key to Tamarix Species in New Mexico:
1 Leaves conspicuously sheathing the stems, not scale -like;
branchlets drooping, the foliage generally persistent; not
known outside of cultivation in New Mexico.

1. Tamarix aphylla
1 Leaves not at all sheathing the stem, scale -like; branchlets
spreading in all direction, the foliage generally deciduous;
cultivated or occurring in the wild.

2 Flowers with 4 sepals and 4 petals; panicle branches
short and not rebranched, the longer ones 1 -2 cm long;
flowering mostly in the spring; rarely encountered.

4. Tamarix parviflora
2 Flowers with 5 sepals and 5 petals; panicle branches
long, usually rebranched, the longer ones 3 -8 cm long
(sometimes shorter and not rebranched); flowering
spring to fall.

3 Lobes of the star -shaped nectary disk attenuate,
gradually passing into the filaments; not common in
the wild or in cultivation.
3. Tamarix gallica

3 Lobes of the nectary disk truncate -emarginate, the
filaments abruptly extending from between the lobes;
very common in the wild and in cultivation.

2. Tamarix chinensis

Taxonomy and Distribution in New Mexico
Descriptions of morphologic features and distributions

within New Mexico are based upon examination of
herbarium specimens (see Specimens Examined). The actual

distribution of some of the species, particularly Tamarix
chinensis, is certainly greater than that illustrated by the
maps.

Tamarix Linnaeus [Sp. Pl. 1:270. 1753.]
Mostly shrubs or shrub -like trees with numerous large basal
branches, the bark of larger trunks brown or reddish brown

1. Tamarix aphylla (Linnaeus) Karsten ATHEL
TAMARISK
[Deutsch. Fl. 641. 1882.]

Trees or large shrubs to 10 m tall or more; bark of larger
trunks gray to reddish brown. Leaves sheathing the stems,
abruptly mucronate at one side, not scale -like, 1.5 -2 mm
long, the foliage conspicuously drooping and persistent
through the winter. Racemes 3 -6 cm long, 4 -5 mm wide (in
flower, wider in fruit). Flowers 5- merous. Sepals about 1.5

mm long. Petals 2 -2.3 mm long, persistent or deciduous.

to dark brown or blackish or dark purplish. Leaves scale -

Stamens 5, the filaments emerging from between the

like, alternate, sessile or sheathing, with salt- secreting glands

emarginate lobes of the symmetrical nectary disk.

that appear as tiny pits on dried material. Inflorescence a

[Inflorescence and flower features are taken from Baum
(1978), as I have not seen flowering material from New

panicle, appearing in the spring (vernal) or summer
(aestival), the flowering branches (mostly primary or

Mexico.]

secondary branches) termed racemes. Flowers small, 4- or
5- merous, perfect, subtended by a small bract. Sepals distinct
or slightly connate at the base, with two outer and two -three
inner. Petals white, pinkish, or reddish, different colors often

Flowering ?.
Distribution in New Mexico: Presently known only from
Las Cruces.

on the same plant or even the same flowering branch,
surpassing the sepals, persistent or deciduous after anthesis,
elliptic through obovate. Stamens distinct, emerging from

Athel tamarisk is not known outside of cultivation as an
ornamental in New Mexico, but it has escaped cultivation
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in adjacent states. This is a magnificent and arresting tree,

easily identified by the sheathing leaves, and drooping
foliage persisting through the winter. I have not found it
flowering in New Mexico.

2. Tamarix chinensis Loureiro SALT -CEDAR
[Fl. Cochinch. 1:182. 1790.]
Tamarix pentandra Pallas [Fl. Ross. 2:72. 1788. nom.

2002

Horton and Campbell (1974) alluded to a 1968 study of
Tamarix taxonomy by the USDA Forest Service in which
cuttings from various locations in the United States and the

Old World were grown and growth characteristics were
compared. No data were presented, nor reference to any
published works, but they concluded that "the botanical

illeg.]

differences are not significant or constant enough to warrant
species separation" and "the aggressive saltcedar should be
considered as one species," to which they applied the name

Tamarix ramosissima Ledebour [Fl. Altaica 1:424.

T. chinensis Loureiro (p. 14 -15). It is not known which

1829.]

species were involved in this study, or even if the sampling

involved more than one species, but I reach a similar
Shrubs to 6 m tall; bark of larger trunks reddish brown to
dark brown or blackish. Leaves scale -like, 1.5 -3.5 mm long,
the foliage deciduous. Racemes 2 -7 cm long, 3 -5 mm wide

conclusion regarding the differentiation of T. chinensis and
T. ramosissima.

(in flower, wider in fruit). Flowers 5- merous. Sepals 0.51.3 mm long. Petals 1 -2.3 mm long, persistent in fruit.
Stamens 5, the filaments emerging from between the lobes
of the nectary disk, which may be quite variable in shape,
symmetry, and filament insertion. Pistil 2.5 -4 mm long.

This species of salt -cedar has been called Tamarix pentandra
Pallas by numerous North American authors, but this name
is illegitimate because Pallas cited Tamarix gallica Linnaeus

Flowering April- November.

3. Tamarix gallica Linnaeus FRENCH TAMARISK
[Sp. Pl. 1:270. 1753.]

Distribution in New Mexico: Essentially throughout the
state, though some areas not represented by specimens.

as a synonym. The specific epithet is sometimes rendered
as sinensis.

the state, though Tamarix gallica and T. parviflora may
rarely be found in these habitats as well. It is similar to T.

Shrubs to 8 m tall; bark of larger trunks blackish brown or
dark purplish. Leaves scale -like, 1.5-2 mm long, the foliage
deciduous. Racemes 2 -5 cm long, 4 -5 mm wide (in flower,
wider in fruit). Flowers 5- merous. Sepals 0.7 -1.2 mm long.
Petals 1.5 -2 mm long, persistent in fruit. Stamens 5, the

gallica, and can be distinguished with certainty only by close

filaments emerging as extensions of and appearing

examination of the nectary disk and filament insertion. In
T. gallica the filaments appear as gradual extensions of the
five nectary lobes, whereas in T. chinensis, they emerge
abruptly from between the emarginate or rounded lobes.
The actual attachment of the filaments in Tamarix chinensis
is supposedly either below or at the edge of the disk (Baum
1978), but this distinction does not seem to be clearly or
unequivocally expressed in New Mexico plants, as well as
being difficult to determine. In addition, the disk may be
asymmetrical and irregularly developed, and some lobes
may be emarginate or some rounded or even attenuate, and

continuous with the 5 lobes of the nectary disk. Pistil 2.5-3
mm long.

This is the common salt -cedar that has over -run vast tracts
of wetlands, riparian areas, and disturbed ground throughout

the filaments borne at the edge or below the disk. Differences

such as these have been used to differentiate T. chinensis
and T. ramosissima, but I find it impossible to satisfactorily
separate two distinct entities using these features for New
Mexico material, though it must be said that expressions of
both forms can be found. In addition, the shape of the petals

seems to intergrades almost completely, obfuscating the
distinction raised by Baum (1978) for these two taxa. John
Gaskin and colleagues at the Missouri Botanical Garden
compared chloroplast and nuclear DNA data and found
identical cpDNA sequences for these two entities (Gaskin
& Schaal, in prep.), supporting the merger of T. chinensis
and T. ramosissima. These two names are also synonymized
in the recent "A Utah Flora" (Welsh et al. 1993).

Flowering February-May.
Distribution in New Mexico: Of limited occurrence in the
Las Cruces area, as well as a single recent introduction in
Lincoln County.

Tamarix gallica is most easily confused with T. chinensis,
which also has 5- merous flowers. The only sure way to
distinguish them is by close examination of the nectary disk
and filaments. In T. gallica the filaments appear as gradual
extensions of the five nectary lobes, whereas in T. chinensis,

they emerge abruptly from between the emarginate or
rounded lobes.
Baum (1967, 1978) reported that the petals are caducous in
this species. In the few plants known from New Mexico,

the petals are definitely persistent, some remaining even
after the segments of the pistil have fallen.

This species is uncommon, known from only eight
collections in the state, all but two of which were taken for
this study. The oldest collection of Tamarix in New Mexico

is of this species, taken in 1892 by E.O. Wooton from
Mesilla, which he stated was "introduced from Galveston

Island" [Wooton 1118 (NMC)]. Of the remaining five

Allred

collections, four are from decidedly ornamental situations,
such as the long line of French tamarisk along Union Street
in Mesilla Park (Doña Ana County). The other two are likely
invasions from seed: one along an irrigation canal near the
Rio Grande and the other a young plant growing along I -25
north of Las Cruces. This species does not seem to be invasive,
even though it has been in New Mexico for at least 110 years.
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their material. Pat Holmgren kindly looked up specimens
for me at the New York Botanical Garden (NY). John Gaskin

very generously shared some of the molecular- systematic
results of his investigations with me prior to publication,
and Keith Duncan supplied me with Tamarix specimens
from the Pecos River Valley near Artesia. Ron Mortensen
helped with the distribution maps and Jerry Barrow allowed
me to use his photo- dissecting scope.

4. Tamarix parviflora A.P. de Candolle SMALL FLOWERED TAMARISK
[Prodr. 3:97. 1828]
Tamarix tetrandra of North Amer. authors, not Pallas

Shrubs to 4 m tall; bark of larger trunks brown to dark
purplish or blackish. Leaves scale -like, 2 -2.5 mm long, the
foliage deciduous. Racemes 1 -2 cm long, perhaps sometimes
a bit longer, 3 -5 mm wide (in flower, wider in fruit). Flowers
4- merous. Sepals 1.2 -1.5 mm long. Petals about 2 mm long,

persistent in fruit. Stamens 4, the filaments emerging as
extensions of and appearing continuous with the 4 lobes of
the nectary disk. Pistil 3 -5 mm long.
Flowering March -April.

Distribution in New Mexico: Of limited occurrence in the
Albuquerque and Las Cruces areas and from southern Luna
County.

Tamarix parviflora is easily recognized by the 4- merous
flowers. In addition, the few inflorescences I have seen are

composed of simple, short racemes 1 -2 cm long and
flowering apparently is restricted to the spring time in New
Mexico.
Small -flower tamarisk is rarely encountered in New Mexico
and is poorly known from only five specimens. All but one
of the five are from evidently ornamental situations, but the
collection from Sandoval County seems to be an escape. It

has been in the state at least since 1936, and perhaps from
1917, but is hardly invasive.
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Specimens Examined

Tamarix aphylla: Doña Ana County: Las Cruces, corner of Plain and
Solano streets, an ornamental, 4 May 2000, Allred, K.W. 8086 (NMCR).

Tamarix chinensis: Bernalillo County: UNM campus, cultivated, 15
May 1967, Bronson. C. 114 (UNM); Albuquerque, northwest of town,
July 1936, Carter. C.B. s.n. (NMC); Albuquerque, 29 Apr 1949, Castetter.
E.F. 7531 (UNM); UNM Creek Lomas & Las Lomas, 3 May 1966, Feather,

2002
Quad, 25 May 1988, Jacobs, B. 4106 (UNM). Luna County: Cooke's
Range, Rattlesnake Canyon, 25 May 1987, Columbus. J.T. 1244 (NMCR);
Columbus, in yard, 17 Apr 1986, Corley, C. 5 (NMC); hwy 11, 10 miles
north of Columbus, 17 Apr 1986, Corley, C. 6 (NMC). McKinley County:
head of Peach Canyon, 10 Sep 1976, Powell, R. 252 (UNM); 30 mi nw of
Gallup by road, very near the Arizona border, 20 Jul 1984, Spellenberg,

R. 7808 (NMC); McKinley Coal mine, 13 Jul 1974, Wagner. W. 223
(UNM); 1 mile south of San Juan & McKinley county line on hwy 371,
14 Aug 1999, Heil. K. 13634 (SJC); bottoms of Puerco River, Gallup, 5

F.B. 142 (UNM); Isleta marshes, 12 May 1952, Castetter, E.F. 7532
(UNM); Rio Grande valley s of Albuquerque, 5 Jun 1962, Jones. C.B.

Sep 1955, Demaree, D. 38335 (SJC); Navajo Experiment Station, 11 Aug

144 -1 (UNM). Catron County: Datil Mts, 11 Jul 1976, Fletcher. R. 510
(UNM). Chaves County: Bitter Lake Wildlife Refuge, 13 Jun 2000, Allred,
Brady W 95 (NMCR); Roswell, 24 Jun 1997, Ladyman, J. 62407 (UNM).
Cibola County: near Grants [fide Bleakly 1994]. Colfax County: along
the Canadian River between Raton & Maxwell, all around Springer [fide
David Graham, Union County Agent]. Curry County: Cannon Air Force
Base, 24 Jun 1993, Bleakly & DeBruin 229 (UNM). Doña Ana County:
Las Cruces, near the Rio Grande, 2 Apr 1970, Dubia, D. 202 (UNM);
NMSU College Ranch: along Rio Grande, Sep 1984, College Ranch
Collection 264 (NMCR); n of U.S. 70 on e bank of Rio Grande, Oct 1977,
Cross, F. s.n. (UNM); 5 miles east of Las Cruces, July 1966, Bickle T 19
(NMC); along Rio Grande, 20 Jun 1938, Smith. V. s.n. (NMC); NMSU

Sanctuary, 24 miles northeast of Wagon Mound, Valdez Canyon, 11 Jul
1990, Smith, G. 52 (NMC). Otero County: White Sand Monument, 22
Jun 1939, Bell. W.H. s.n. (UNM); along hwy 24, 31 Aug 1975, Everitt,
B.L. 341 (NMC); lava flow west of Carrizozo, 21 Jul 1966, Iwen. F.A.
384 (UNM); Pool of Salome, 13 May 1936, Hershey. A.L. 2756 (NMC);
Mouth of La Luz Canyon (Laborcita Canyon) adjacent to dam, 25 May
2001, Allred. Kelly W. 8012 (NMCR); "Lake Stinky," or Lake Holloman
just west of Holloman Air Force Base, wetlands surrounding the drainage
ponds, 8 May 2000, Allred, Kelly W. 7722 (NMCR); White Sands Missile
Range, Tularosa Creek drainage east of Range Road 9 along existing
boundary fence, Juncus -Forestiera riparian community, abundant, 17 May

College Ranch: along Rio Grande, , College Ranch Collection 264

Sacramento Mountains, Fresnal Canyon where road crosses the creek,
about 0.6 miles southeast of La Luz Road, upper Chihuahuan Desert, 31
May 2001, Allred, Kelly W 8024 (NMCR). Quay County: Ute Lake State
Park, 27 Jun 1991, Carter, J.L. 175 (NMC); Tucumcari Lake, 17 Jun 1983,
Cully, B.& C. 1135 (UNM). Rio Arriba County: across from Santa Clara
Pueblo, 27 Sep 1964, Bobisud. H. 69 (UNM); Ghost Ranch (near Abique),
31 Jul 1969, Fitzgerald, J. 12 (NMCR). San Juan County: De- na -zin
Wash, 10 Oct 1977, Marley. G.A. 1710 (UNM); north of Waterflow, 6
Apr 1984, Porter. M. 304 (SJC); County Road 5760, off of hwy 64, 31
May 2000, Allred. Brady W 69 (NMCR); hwy 371 mile marker 79, 20
Aug 1996, Heil. K. 10493 (SJC); West side ofNavajo, 16 Jun 1995, Reeves.
T. & L. 8859 (SJC); Gallo Wash coal site, 2 Jul 1980, Koehler. K.C. 163
(UNM); San Juan River, Jewett Valley Tract, 18 Jun 1997, Reeves, T. &
L. 9421 (SJC); Coalbank Canyon, 13 Jun 1997, Reeves. T. 9370 (SJC);
along San Juan River at jct with county road 5500, 31 May 2000, Allred.
Brady W 77 (NMCR); B- Square Ranch, Farmington, along San Juan River,
2 Jul 1999, Heil. K. 13473 (SJC); about 15 mi sw of Waterflow, 31 May
1985, Spellenberg, R. 8192 (NMC); Natural Bridges N.M., 25 Jun 1990,
Fleming. R. 1035 (SJC); Navajo Ind. Reservation, NIIP, 26 Jun 1988,
Mietty. W. 3015 (SJC); Toadlena, 16 Jun 1995, Reeves, T. 8859 (SJC);
Nay. Ind. Res., Sand Creek Tract, San Juan River, 4 Jul 1997, Reeves. T.
9478 (SJC); 2 miles west of Aztec, 14 Sep 1980, Sullivan. M. 19 (SJC);
Cedar Hill, n of Aztec, 9 Jun 1953, Castetter, E.F. 7529 (UNM); Jackson
Lake, off hwy 170, 1 Jun 2000, Allred. Brady W 91 (NMCR); about 4
miles north of La Plata, 11 Aug 1981, Spellenberg, R. 6123 (NMC). San

(NMCR); Community of Fort Selden, along road just east of the railroad,
4 May 2000, Allred. Kelly W. 7719 (NMCR); Spring area about 1 mile

south of Tonuco and San Diego Mt, 1/4 mile east of the Rio Grande,
N32d 34.5 W106d 59.5, 20 Jun 2000, Allred. Kelly W. 7787 (NMCR);
Sunland Park, at junction of Rio Grande and hwy 498, city park, disturbed
floodplain vegetation, 17 May 2000, Allred. Kelly W. 7746 (NMCR);
Sunland Park, along Rio Grande on west side of river, about 1 mile west
of the race track, 17 May 2000, Allred. Kelly W. 7749 (NMCR); Northwest

of Hatch, at crossing of Rio Grande and hwy 187, 12 May 2000, Allred,
Kelly W. 7728 (NMCR); banks of Rio Grande 6 mi sw of Las Cruces,
Aug 1976, Shive, J.C. s.n. (NMCR); Along hwy 185 as it crosses the Rio
Grande north of Fort Selden, 4 May 2000, Allred, Kelly W. 7720 (NMCR);

Sunland Park, at junction of Rio Grande and hwy 498, south of the race
track, city park next to the river, 17 May 2000, Allred, Kelly W. 7745
(NMCR); Las Cruces, ornamental at the corner of Wyoming and Locust
streets, 4 May 2000, Allred. Kelly W. 7712 (NMCR), and same plant
observed flowering 4 April 2002; Along hwy 185 north of Fort Selden,
about mile marker 20 at Foster Canyon, 4 May 2000, Allred. Kelly W.
7721 (NMCR); Mesilla, Rio Grande floodplain near bridge crossing of
Calle del Norte, 4 May 2000, Allred. Kelly W. 7717 (NMCR); Organ

Mts, Filmore Canyon, upstream from the old mines, 7 May 1994,
Worthington, R.D. 23122 (UTEP); Organ Mts, Bishop's Cap, 15 Apr 1989,
Worthington, R.D. 17915 (UTEP). Eddy County: Los Medanos Site near
Carlsbad, 17 Jul 1979, Martin, W.C. s.n. (UNM); Los Medanos Site near
Carlsbad, 9 Nov 1978, Knight, P. 300 (UNM); along the Pecos River near
Artesia, Duncan. Keith s.n. (NMCR); Carlsbad, 21 Aug 1998, Chauvin,

Y. 326 (UNM); 20 air mi s of Carlsbad, 5 mi se of White City, 30 Aug
1985, Spellenberg, R. 8248 (NMC); adjacent to Pecos River along Eddy
County road, 1 Jun 1992, Carter. J.L. 611 (UNM); Last Chance Canyon,
T23S R22E Sec 33, 4 Oct 1998, Worthington. R.D. 28094 (UTEP). Grant
County: Little Hatchet Mts, 1.2 miles south of Playas Peak, 27 Sep 1997,
Worthington. R.D. 27156 (UTEP). Guadalupe County: Perch Lake, south
of Santa Rosa, 14 Jun 2000, Allred. Brady W 118 (NMCR); El Rito Lake,
14 Jun 2000, Allred. Brady W 125 (NMCR); Santa Rosa, 4 Jun 1997,
Sivinski. R.C. 3713 (UNM). Harding County: Mills Canyon, 21 May
1978, Hubbard. J. s.n. (UNM); Mills Canyon, 21 May 1978, Hubbard, J.
s.n. (UNM); Mills Canyon campground, northeast of Roy, 15 Jun 2000,
Allred. Brady W 138 (NMCR). Hidalgo County: Pyramid Mts, 3 air

1936, Gardner s.n. (NMC). Mora County: Canyon Colorado Equid

2000, Anderson. David Lee 7636 (NMCR); Western slopes of the

Miguel County: Conchas Dam, 28 May 1965, Broeske, F. 1 (UNM);
Conchas River at hwy 104, 15 Jun 2000, Allred, Brady W 128 (NMCR);
Pino Creek at hwy 107, southwest of Conchas, 15 Jun 2000, Allred. Brady
W 127 (NMCR); Canadian River at hwy 419, 15 Jun 2000, Allred, Brady
W 130 (NMCR); Canadian River at Sabinoso, 15 Jun 2000, Allred. Brady
W 132 (NMCR). Sandoval County: 7 mi n of San Ysidro, 1 Oct 1960,
Dixon. H.N. 190 (UNM); along hwy 44 about 2.5 miles w of hwy 537, 25
Aug 1999, aeil, K. 13863 (SJC); Canyon Cuervo, 27 Jun 1969, Tierney,
G. 2 -30 (UNM); s of Jemez Springs, 22 May 1950, Clark. O. 15275 (UNM);

Jemez River bottom near Zia Pueblo, 17 Jun 1953, Dittmer, H.J. 7539
(UNM). Santa Fe County: La Bajada Hill at Galisteo arroyo, 29 Jun 1961,
Dixon. C.K. 200 (UNM); La Bajada Hill along U.S. hwy 85, 29 Jul. 1961,

Dixon. H.N. 89 (UNM). Sierra County: 23 mi n of TorC, dry wash near
Elephant Butte Reserv., 2 Sep 1990, Elder, H. 17 (NMC); Elephant Butte

miles sw of Lordsburg at mine ruins of Valedon, 5 Jun 1983, Worthington,

State Park, 6 Jun 1991, Carter. J.L. 79 (NMC); White Sands Missile Range,

R.D. 10685 (UTEP). Lincoln County: 18 km east of Greentree, 19 Jun
1949, Clausen, R.T. 7817 (UNM); Salado Creek, 4 miles east of Capitan,

along Range Road 7, 2 miles north of Rhodes Canyon Range Center,
frequent in borrow ditches and other water run -in areas, alkali sacaton
grassland, 8 May 2000, Anderson. David Lee 7631 (NMCR); east side of
TorC, 14 Apr 1985, Spellenberg. R. 7989 (NMC). Socorro County: San
Antonio, 12 Aug 1948, Dunn & Lint 438 (UNM); Sevilleta Wildlife
Refuge, 13 Jun 1991, Maddux, T. 469 (UNM); east side of Magdalena

Loone Tree Bible Ranch road, 21 Jun 2000, Allred. Brady W 154 (NMCR);

Circle Bar West Ranch next to river in Gonzales pasture, 12 Aug 1994,
McClenahan, Dianne 171 (NMCR); south of Capitan along hwy 48, 21
Jun 2000, Allred, Brady W 152 (NMCR); south of Capitan along hwy 48,
21 Jun 2000, Allred. Brady W 151 (NMCR). Los Alamos County: White
Rock Canyon, 29 Aug 1979, Tierney & Foxx 70 (UNM); White Rock

Mts, 30 Jun 1973, Hutchins. B. 4257 (UNM); 8 mi s of San Marcial along

Rio Grande, 20 Oct 1956, O'Neill. M.W. 55 (UNM); La Joya Game

Allred
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Refuge, 25 May 1996, Allred. Kelly W. 6345 (NMCR); w of atom bomb
crater, 28 Aug 1948, Dunn & Lint 4642 (UNM); Rio Grande east of San
Antonio, Dunn & Lint 4881 (UNM); 1 mi s of San Marcial, 22 Apr 1936,
Schaffner s.n. (NMC); n of Socorro, 19 May 1932, Castetter, E.F. 753Q

(UNM); Bosque del Apache Natl. Wildlife Refuge, 29 May 1949,
Fleetwood. R.J. s.n. (UNM). Union County: all along the Dry Cimarron
River from mouth to Kenton, Oklahoma, along the Trampeos from Harding
county line to Texas line [fide David Graham, Union County Agent].
Valencia County: old pond near Rio Puerco n of Rt. 66, 26 Jun 1953, [no
collector] (UNM);6 miles west of Belen on banks of Rio Puerco, 20 Sep
1964, Baca. O. 144 (UNM).

I-.

i
I

Tamarix gallica: Doña Ana County: Mesilla Park, along Union Street
west of Main, thick line of trees along road, 4 May 2000, Allred. Kelly W.
7715 (NMCR); Mesilla, near Rio Grande at junction with Calle del Norte,

growing in canal adjacent to river, 4 May 2000, Allred, Kelly W. 7716
(NMCR); Las Cruces, nearly at corner of Solano and Plain streets, growing
adjacent to T. aphylla, 4 May 2000, Allred. Kelly W. 7714 (NMCR); Las

Cruces, New Mexico State University campus, lawn of Thomas Brown
building, 4 Feb 1994, Allred, Kelly W. 6094 (NMCR); North of Las Cruces,

along I -25, mile marker 17, growing on road bank, 5 May 2000, Allred,
Kelly W. 7718 (NMCR); campus of New Mexico State University, adjacent
to Knox Hall, an old tree with a trunk diameter of 3 -4 feet, 9 April 2002,
Allred. Kelly W. 8214 (NMCR); Las Cruces, at corner of Mesa and Espina
streets, north side of the Hacienda restaurant, large tree with thick trunk,
growing with T. parviflora, 4000 ft,10 Apr 2002, Allred. Kelly W. 8215

Tamarix chinensis

(NMCR); Mesilla, introduced from Galveston Island, 10 May 1892,
Wooton. E.O. 1118 (NMC). Lincoln County: Three Rivers campground,
30 May 1970, Hutchins. B. 2958 (UNM).

C

Tamarixparviflora: Bernalillo County: NE Albuquerque, 16 Apr 1936,
Carter. C.B. & Hedges 8360 (NMC); Albuquerque, south valley, 26 Apr
1985, Hutchins. B. 11354 (UNM). Doña Ana County: Las Cruces, at
corner of Mesa and Espina streets, north side of the Hacienda restaurant,
large tree with thick trunk, growing with T. gallica, 4000 ft, 10 Apr 2002,
Allred. Kelly W. 8216 (NMCR). Luna County: Columbus, 29 Mar 1997,
Worthington. R.D. 26238 (UNM, UTEP). Sandoval County: Sandia Mts,
Tunnel Spring parking area w of Placitas, 1900 m, riparian area near spring,
15 May 2001, Sivinski. R.C. 5316 (NMCR).
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Figure 1. Nectary disks and filament attachment in Tamarix (from Baum 1967 and McClintock 1951). A &B: T
chinensis. C: T gallica. D: T parviflora. E: T chinensis. F: T gallica.

Tamarix aphylla (Kelly Allred)

Tamarix chinensis (Kelly Allred)

Tamarix gallica (Kelly Allred)

